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Two Escaped Convicts Are First Comprehensive Sum- Trains Have to Be Dug Out Prohibition
Hero Resents Seattle's Red Light Mayor Dallas Reports That Snow The Eastern Portion of Fair
Penitento
Back
Snow
of
of
in
Is Given a Large
the
Central
Called
a Coward
and Wind Have Done
ming Up
Brought
Progressive
Being
Texas City Is Laid Low
Them
Kansas
Immense Damage
tiary by
Republican Politics
In Ashes
by Democrat
Plurality
REPUBLICAN

REPLY

CO. CONVENTION

Banker W. F. Buchanan Secures
Writ of Habeas Corpus
at Seattle.
Governor McDonald, who was expected home last evening, failed to
arrive, but is certain to arrive tonight or tomorrow noon from Carn-zozo- ,
the headquarters of his ranch
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
21. PolitiColumbus, Ohio, Feb.
cians from all over Ohio came to Columbus today to hear Col. Theodore
Roosevelt express his views on mat- tors pending in the constitutional
convention, which have been the sub-- j
ject of political debate throughout

the state.
Interest in his speecn was height
ened by the fact that Governor Har-

mon a few days ago outlined his opinions to the same convention.
As
the Colonel's train
passed
through Ohio, people gathered at every station at which a stop was made.
At Trinway, Lewis Adams, aged 90,
a schoolmate of President Garfield,
gieeted Colonel Roosevelt.
Rev. Dr. Washington GlaCden of
the First Congregational church, an
old friend of the former President met
him at the station. Colonel Roosevelt went directly to Dr. Gladden's
home for a short rest before proceeding to the state house, where he
made his address.
After finishing his speech, Colonel
Roosevelt returned to Dr. Gladden's
home for luncheon, to remain there
until his departure lor Xew York.
(The address which is an outline of
"Progressive" policies, appears on
another page.)
The Man in the Moon.
21. Upon
Columbus, Ohio, Feb.
entering the state house, the former
President was greeted by cheers from
the crowd that filled the rotunda. As
ho entered the convention hall and
took his place in the speaker's chair,
there was more applause.
the
Introducing Mr. Roosevelt,
president of the constitutional convention, Herbert Bigelow of Cincinnati, referred to the former President
as a man whose face is more familiar
than the face of the "man in the
moon."
Cheered to the Echo.
was
fre
Mr. Roosevelt's speech
quently Interrupted by cheers. When
he declared for justice for all, the
the small
big corporations and
dealer, there was but a scattered
"I find that people do
hcndclapping.
not seem to like to applaud that kind
of a statement," said Mr. Roosevelt,
ek he smiled. The applause, long and
loud, was immediately forthcoming.
hall.
After leaving the convention
Colonel Roosevelt made a second address, a short talk to the crowd in the
rotunda.
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u m- to .ew .Mexican)
(By Special Leased Wive to Xew Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Wichita,
Kans., Feb. 21.
Seattle, Wash., Feb. 21. Former
in deep cuts holding
House.
three
Mayor Hiram C. Gill, removed from
Missouri Pacific passenger trains capChemical bill passed by a V, office in disgrace a year ago by a
was given tin overwhelm-- j
vote of 178 to 127.
tive, near Reec-ej call election,
Kansas, and one between Hooser, Kansas, and Dexter,
plurality over his rivals for nom- Representative Hobson of
Kansas. Men have been sent from
mation tor office yesterday
Alabama, introduced a resoluat the
this city to dig them out.
tion for a House inquiry of RepGill
;j municipal
received
primaries.
resentative Hay's charge that
nearly ten thousand more votes than
Blizzard at Chicago.
he had attacked the military Vhis nearest competitor, George F.
21.
A
snowIII., Feb.
Chicago,
affairs committee in a "cowstorm blown by a 42 mile gale from
single tax candidate, who will
oppose him at the election in March.
the north visited Chicago and the
ardly manner."
Thomas A. Fairish, businessmen'.?
central states today and a sudden
Military affairs commit tpe
candidate, ran a close third and Hulett
favorably reported resolution
drop of the mercury accompanying it
M. Wells, Socialist, polled close
to
requiring Secretary of War to
destroyed hopes of a long period of
submit all papers bearing on
;ten tnousaml out ot the to' al vote
pleasant weather inspired by the
which was in the neighborhood
Ainsworth case.
of
springlike air of the three preceding
Gill campaigned under
35,000.
Agricultural Department exdays. The blizzard is drifting the
snow in banks 20 feet deep.
"open town" slogan and the result
penditures committee on Florida Everglades Inquiry halted to
yesterday is said to indicate his probSnow South to St. Louis.
able election of Cotterill in March.
decide upon scope of investigaThe snow belt reached south to St.
With 221 out of 21 precincts count- tion.
Louis, west to central Iowa, north inRepresentative Hobson preci- Si ed, the vote lor mayor stood:
to Wisconsin and east into Ohio.
Gill 1S,afi7; Cotterill
0,8(12; Parrish
pitated a lively debate by deXot more than a foot of snow has
manding an investigation , of V, 0.913, Wells 7,70.
fallen in any section, according to the
About MO per cent of the 74,602 regHay's charges
Representative.
government reports, but it is coming
that he had attacked the mili-- .
jbtered voters in Seattle are women
down steadily.
and observers of the primary election
tary affairs committee in a
Street car traffic was affected someestimate that women voted yesterday
but apolomanner,"
"cowardly
what. Delay in hog shipments caused
iin about the same proportion.
In the
gies ended the trouble.
the market to go up from 5 to 10 cents
recall election of last year, the worn-eSenate.
at
hundred
the
per
opening.
voted almost solidly against Gill.
Favorable report on the wireless telegraph treaty authorized
by foreign relations committee.
Senator Hitchcock introducANARCHY SOUTH
HARD T
ed a resolution to Investigate
the
Colombia's claim a;:ainst
United States, growing out of
OF
GRAND E
the formation of the-- Panama
ENGLAND
republic and the canal zone.
Snow-drifte-

,

is.v

A BIG

LOSER BITTER

Leased v ire to New Mexican)

Meridian, Miss., Feb. 21 Adeslruc five wind storm swept over this
last night, destroying thousands
of dollars worth of property, killing
herds of cattle, owl
demolishing
hemes in he surrounding country.
Telegraph wires were prostrated
communication not being restored until this afternoon.
Rev. W. T. Carroll was seriously in
jured when his home at Klondyke. ten
A (loz-eauies norm was uestroy-euoiner residences were biown down.
At Bailey, six houses and four barns
AI Antioeli a church
vseie uesiroyeci.
was demolished
and two houses
mown down.
I he store and home of
D. J. Stinson, 20 miles north were de- stroyed.
At Bodga, a lumber mill and sever- al houses were wrecked.
Reports from the storm area are
slow in reaching here owing to the
almost, paralyzed condition of the telegraph and telephone wires.
Snow Does Damage in Texas.
Dallas, Texas, Feb. 21. Heavy wind
storms accompanied in some sections
oi Texas by
did
heavy
snowfall,
thousands
of dollars damage
by
wrecking buildings and demoralizing
In
telegraph and telephone service.
the Panhandle the slo.-accompanied
by four inches of "now, disarranged
railroad schedules.
Hundred Miles an Hour.
Son Antonio and Austin, where the
damage appears
reported a
Threatened Strike and Free wind averaging 70greatest,
to 100 miles ail
War Department Probe.
hour, which unroofed
many resiWashington, D. C, Feb. 21. InvesTrade Make Lot of Peodences blowing down chimneys and
tigation of the charge that led to the
sensational removal of Adjutant Genple Miserable
uprooting trees. At El Paso, much
eral Ainsworth was authorized today
damage is feared from frost as fruit
trees were in blossom. At Stamps,
by the House committee on military
OUT
OF
WORK near Texarkana, a wind and hail
affairs in favorably reporting the Wat-kin- THOUSANDS
resolution requiring the secretary
storm demolished several houses and
ot: war to submifi'to Congress all docukilled many cattle.
No loss of life
ments bearing on the alleged insubor- Coal Goes Up to Eight Dollars has been reported.
dination.
Pensacola Cut Off.
a Ton, and the Poor Suffer
Chairman Hay, of tKi committee,
New Orleans, La., Feb. 21.
Terribly.
first opposed to an inquiry, changed
to communicate with Pensacohis view and the Democratic members
la where, it is known a severe storm
of the military committee were unani- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
raged last night, were unsuccessful tomous in favoring action.
21.
Feb.
Conditions day. All wires are down. At points
London,
throughout Great Britain, particularly along the Florida
xist near PensacoCHINA MAY SPLIT
in the manufacturing districts of the la. a
an hour wind was regINTO TWO NATIONS. north of England, are becoming rap- istered.
It was accompanied by a
idly worse as a result of the threaten- heavy rain.
Much Uneasiness Felt Over Assump- ed coal strike, which, if it occurs at
tion of Power by Yuan Shi Kai
the end of the month, will throw
Without Taking Oath.
miners besides workers in other
BRYAN
trades, out of employment.
At many of the iron works and oth(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Nanking, Feb.' 21. Yuan Shi Kai's er big factories, the men today receivapparent assumption of presidential ed notices from the employers that
AGAIN
authority prior to his formal accept- their services would not be required
ance of the post and before he has after February 29 should the coal
taken the oath to abide by the Repub- strike be decided on. Most of the
lican constitution is causing uneasi- factories have supplies of coal suff- The Guest of
N. B.
ness amr the majority of the Repub- icient for the most urgent work in
Laughlin atBeautiful Home
lican leaders as, well as among the hand.
In lxindon and other cities, the price
representatives in the assembly siton Capitol Hill
of coal already has reached $S a ton
ting here and the Officials.
Dr. Sun Yat Sen has received no and the poorer classes of people are
fewer than 130 telegrams protesting paying almost double this rate as CLOSE GBSERVEROF POLITICS
against the appointment of Yuan Shi they purchase only in small qnantiKai. but he expresses confidence in ties.
the eventual acceptance of the entire The coal owners met in conference Not
Ready to Declare for One
Republican idea by Yuan Shi Kai and today to consider the general situaor Other of the Presidential
his assimilation in the reform move- tion in the trade, and also to discuss
ment.
.
Candidatesthe invitation of Premier Asquith, who
Should Yuan Shi Kai pursue a con- has requested them to meet him and
trary course, a division between the some of his colleagues at the foreign
Colonel William Jennings Bryan,
north and the south undoubtedly office tomorrow to endeavor to ar- thrice Democratic candidate
for the
would be brought about and chaos range a basis of settlement.
Presidency, who had come west to
would ensue.
Roth the coal owners and the minIn the meantime Dr. Sun, the repub- ers signified their acceptance of Pre- visit his grandson at Tucson, Arizona, made Santa Fe a visit for three
asand
tb,e
ministers
lican cabinet
mier Asquit'h's invitation to this con- hours this afternoon. This is not the
sembly are proceeding with tlie reg- ference.
first time that the Great Commoner
ular routine of government business.
The committee of the International has been in New Mexico's
capital and
toMiners Federation also is meeting
there were many this afternoon who
FILIBUSTER AGAINST
day to decide whether the continental remembered the
eloquent address he
NATIONAL PARK BILL. coal .miners will support their British
made here on his first visit and notcomrades in the event of a strike.
ed change in appearance, demeanor
Ranking Measure on, Senate Calendar
The committee of the International
and attitude of the Lincoln, Nebraska
Sidetracked by Reading of
conMiners Federation, who met in
Exhaustive Reports.
until to- editor and Democratic and Prohibition
ference today, adjourned
morrow. No decision was announced. leader.
Colonel Bryan had missed his train
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) It became known that both the French
connections
at El Paso yesterday and
21.
Feb.
The
asD.
have
C,
miners
and
societies
Washington,
Belgian
filibuster against Senator Williams' sured the British miners they can irely therefore did not arrive in Albuquer'
He made an
que until ti..s morning.
Vicksburg National Park Bill which on their
address there, and then came up to
has caused debate along sectional
Santa Fe on No. 10, arriving at 1:15
lines was continued In the Senate by TWO TRAINS COLLIDE
p. m. He left at 4:13 to catch No. 2
the reading of exhaustive reports on
IN HOOSAC TUNNEL
for Las Vegas where he is booked to
the investigation of
corruption
charges against Senator Stephenson Wreck Cannot Be Reached Until Sat- speak tonignt.
Colonel Bryan was a guest of hon-o- of Wisconsin.
The Vicksburg bill 19
urday or Sunday on Account
of Judge and Mrs. Laughlin at lunSenate
on
measure
the
the ranking
of the Flames.
cheon at which the ether guests were
calendar but the filibuster Is holding
J. H. Crist, Charles F. Easley, Isaac
up all pending bills.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Barth, Arthur Seligman, Alvan N.
North Adams, Mass., Feb. 21.
J. B. Mc.Manus, Antonio Lu
Gonzales, governor of Chihuahua.
in White,
F'erce fire and heavy explosions
Thomas Doran, O. N. Marron
Mexican National Train Held Up.
for cero,
the debris made it Impossible
and Bronsin Cutting,
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 21. The Mexwrecking crews today to reach the
After luncheon, in company with
ican National train coining to El Paso scene of the collision of a
passenger
from the south, was held up' and rob- train and a
on the Boston & Mayor Seligman, Colonel Bryan visitfreight
bed at Ahumada, about fifty miles Maine railroad Inside the Hoosac tun- ed the locai curio stores and bought
several Chimayo blankets for Mrs.
south of Juarez, today. According to nel.
reports reaching the railroad officials Attempts to get to the burned cars Bryan. At three o'clock he made the
were all were abandoned until the fire has address of the . " to a large audience.
in Juarez, the passengers
forced to leave the train and give up burned itself out, which may be Sat- In an interview with a New Mexitheir valuables. The robbers claimed j ur(jay or Sunday
can representative, Colonel Bryan
to be rebels.
The dead will not exceed four, it Is congratulated New Mexico on attainElizondo, private secretary to Gov- believed. M. E. Rathborn, conductor ing statehood and the voters on asernor Gonzales of Chihuahua, was of the freight train who was thought serting their independence at the last
taken prisoner by the robbers, be- to have been killed, Is safe. The dead election. He declared that while he
cause he was believed to have import- are members of the train crew.
was a close observer of national pol- ant papers on his person. He was The cause of the accident has not
.
aebbed of a $300 diamond.
been determined.
(Continued on Page Four.)
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The Rebels Hold Several Towns,
Robberies Being Unchecked
by Ruraleg.
(By Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Feb. 21. Advices
from Mexico to the state department
indicating widespread anarchy south
of the Rio Grande, caused much uneasiness in official circles. Several
cities and towns are reported io be in
the hands of rebels, protests by Americans against robberies are multiplying and robber bands are operating
without apparent interruption throughout the republic.
A Leader Needed.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 21. It is
feared here that all that is needed to
again plunge Mexico into civil strife
the
is a leader who can harmonize
factions and bring the rebellious elements together. Sinaloa, Oaxaca, and
Yucatan, are said to be waging open
warfare against the government while
from all quarters of Mexico reports of
raids by marauding bands continue

increase.

ernment.
The extent

in 1909.

-

contained

of

the losses

in the consul's

not
report to
was

the state department.
The situation in which Americans
find themselves is considered so serious by the department that its representatives there have been instructed
to make
reports, in addition to their urgent communications.
semi-weekl- y

American Killed With Club.
El Paso. Texas, Feb. 21. Mail advices to the El Paso Herald tell of the
murder at El Palma, Sonora, o John
C. O'Connell of Santa Monica, California, who was in Mexico with a
The man was
view to investing.
beaten to death with a club and his
dead body, found several hours later.
Traffic Resumed on Northwestern.
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 21. Traffic
was restored today on the Mexico
Xorthwestern railroad south of Juarez
the first since the mutiny in Juarez
three weeks ago. A passenger train
A freight train
left this afternoon.
left Juarez this mornjng and another
left Pearson bound for Juarez. The
wires are up along the line. The Mexican National is open as far south as
Jiminez, which is between Chihuahua
and Torreon, but Torreon is still cut
off both by wire and rail.
A wagon load of accumulated mail
was sent south for the Mormon colonists on the Northwestern train this
Adjutant General Henry
morning.
Hutchins, returned last night to Austin.
Peace Commissioners.
El Paso, Texas, Feb.
peace commissioners left Juarez this
afternoon tb visit the rebel leaders
south of there and ascertain if some
understanding cannot be reached
with the men in the field to lay down
their arms. The commissioners are
sent by Mexican consul Llorente of
Ei Paso, on instructions from Abra.u
wo
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Wire to New .Mexican)

Houston, Tex., Fob. 2.1. Imnelled
a gale thai swept in with one of
the coldest northers of the winter,
flumes swept through the east
H;on of Houston early today, wiped
out twenty-livblocks and caused a
less estimated at $ii,ini0,0nO.
Thousands Homeless.
Scores of cottages were destroyed,
as well as many
big manufacturing
pliints. and thousands of persons were
IltaiL llnllW.IS
Tilt. lUimllui- - if lin.mw
an,j stores burned is more than 230.
$2,000,000 Cotton and Lumber Burned.
The greater part of the loss is con- fi.,ed to ;he lumber and cotton inclus-a- n
tries. Forty-fivof
thousand bales
cotton stored in warehouses
and
compresses were burned. This item
alone represents a loss of $2.000.IM0.
The. fire started in a cottage near
the Southern Pacific railroad tracks
soon after midnight.
Its origin has
not been established definitely.
A
heavy wind picked up the flames and
hurled them to neighboring cottages
and boarding houses. In a flash they
ignited. The forty mile wind carried
sparks many blocks away and within
half an hour a great area of small
residences wag burning.
Firemen Abandon Work.
The fire spread to nearby manufacturing plants so rapidly that, firemen
abandoned
attempts to check the
(lames and instead devoted their enerPossigies to warning householders.
ble loss of life thus was averted.
At the manufacturing plants and
cotton compresses firemen and volunteers hiid organized to fight the
flames. Walls and roofs were water-soakeThis water was evaporated
quickly by the advance guard of
sparks, and when the (lames reached
the factories, they succumbed as easily as the rows of cottages.
Buffalo Bayou Checks Flames.
An hour after the
flames began"
their destruction firemen organized for
final stand at Buffalo Bayou, a small
stream that divides the eastern part
of the city from the main section and
every piece of fire lighting apparatus
was stationed along the banks. If the
fire leaped the Bayou, it meant the
destruction of the city.
Flames Leaped Across.
As the advancing flames began
to
reach the bayou banks, thousands of
streams of water were hurled
into
them checking, little by little, their
At some of the narrower
progress.
portions of the stream the flames leaped across, but the more substantial
buildings did not afford the tinder-likfiiel heretofore encountered, and tho
spread of 't-- fire was prevented.
Many Persons Hurt.
Thousands of persons were driven
from their homes. Tn the cold of the
norther they suffered severely from
Relief work was at once
exposure.
set under way, however, and food
and clothing provided. Many person
were hurt during the fire, but so far
as can be determined, there were no
casualties.
The burned area is at least a mile
and a half long and at points, a quarter of a mile wide. It. embraces tho
ashes of long rows of cottages and
solid streets of manufacturing plants.
It was swept clean.
One of the first of the more pretenihei
was
tious buildings attacked
InBrick Star and Crescent hotel.
mates had been warned and all escaped without injury.
The flames' roar
gave warning and hundreds of persons giving no heed to the cold, dashed from their homes clad only in their
clothes.
Women,
night
carrying
babies: women at whose skirts small
children clung, gathered in homes of
neighbors for refuge, only to be
driven out a few minutes later by
fire.
Firemen appointed leaders anions
(he men of the flame-swedistrict,
and they, marshalling the refugees,
led them out of danger. Homes quick-lwere provided in other residence
sections of the city. Clothing and
food were furnished by a relief committee and there was comparatively
little suffering.
Among the mills, factories and
plants either totally destroyed or seriously damaged by the fire, are the
McFadden Southern
Compress and
Warehouse Company, Dew Brothers
Syrup mill, Houston & Liggett Lumber Co., Rogers Paint Company; Hudson's Pencil Factory, Houston Packing Company, slightly damaged; Ed.
H. Harrell lumber
yards Standard
Manufac
Compress, the
turing. Company, Acme Mill, St. Patrick's Roman Catholic church and a
school operated in conjunction with
tie church, Cleveland Compress and
Cotton Warehouse, Mcllhenney Cotton Pickery, Texas Tinners
Supply
Industrial Rice Milling
Company,
Company's plant. Southwestern Rice
Company's mill, Hoo3ler Vinegar Company's plant and a number of lesser
mills. Besides these, 4,000 bales of
cotton were destroyed with the Standard Compress, 36 Southern Pacific
cars loaded with cotton bales were
burned. At. a late hour the loss was
figured at ten million dollars.
i
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Washington Alarmed Over
the Many Unfavorable

COLDJALE

.Communication Is Now Cut Thousands of Persons HomeOff With Pensacola,
less and Many Factories
Florida;
Destroyed.

,v

Americans Appeal.
VOTE AGAINST CHEMICAL BILL
Americans in the Culiacan valley,
ir. south Mexico, have suffered to
bands
such an extent from robber
Are United for the First Time that they have made an urgent apon Tariff Since the Fight
peal for aid to the United States gov-

'Continued From Page Four.)
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Washington, D. C, Feb. 21. For
the first time since the Insurgent Republicans broke away from the reguthieving and' the arrests are a part lars in the fight on the petroleum
of the plan to roundup the thieves.
duty in .he Payne tariff bill in 1909,
the Republicans of the House today
Civil Service Examinations.
Examinations for the position of As- presented practically a soiid front
gainst the passage of a tariff revision
sistant Observer in the Weather Bureau will be held on April' 10, 1912, at bill.
All insurgents voted with the regthe following places in and near to
Xew Mexico: Roswell and Santa Fe, ular Republican forces against the
Underwood chemical tariff which was
N. M.; Phoenix, Ariz.; Denver,
Grand Junction and Pueblo, passed, however, by a vote of 178 to
Colo.; Amarillo and El Paso, Tex. 127.
With the passage of the chemical
Application for information in relation to the examinations, and for ad- revision bill by the House today another Democratic tariff measure was
mission to the same should be
to the U. S. Civil Service added to the Senate calendar. The
steel bill is pending in the Senate,
Commission, Washington, D. C.
where only a coalition of Progressive
Buchanan Out on Habeas Corpus.
by Republicans and the Democrats can
According to advices received
Sheriff J. F. Ward of Tucumcari and pass it.
Attorney General Clancy, yesterday ! ine intention of the finance com
W. F. Buchanan, the former
mittee is to grant ample hearings to
of the defunct International all parties interested in the tariff bills
Bank of Commerce, has sued out a sent over trom the House. The hearwrit of habeas corpus and is out on ings on the steel bill probably will be
bond in Seattle, Washington. A letter concluded by the end of this month,
received from Buchanan states that Deing continued with the testimony
he is at the Seward hotel in Seattle o lepresentatives of lead interests.
and that he will return to Tuqumcarl
members of the
The Republican
Resist- Senate finance committee have had
if the authorities so desire.
ance to the habeas corpus action is but one conference.
They have not
being made by New Mexico officials. definitely outlined their tariff proSheriff Ward will leave the city with
gram, but it is believed the debate on
requisition papers as soon as Govern-o- r steel and other revision measures will
to
McDonald returns
the capital
i
bt protracted.
tomorrow.
The illness of Senator LaFollette
Pursuing Bandits.
the
has Interfered seriously with
The two Mexican bandits who Bitot
Proof
formulation
a
the
policy,
by
and killed C. A. Freeman, manager
'
Senators, who
of the Mogollon Mercantile Company gressive Republican
hold
balance
the
of
power and so far
and William Clark, a clerk of the store
last Monday, are being pursued by there have been no real- overtures beContinued on page

SHIVERS WITH COLD WIRELESS TELEGRAPH

CHICAGO

Is the Guest of Dr. Forty Two Miles An Hour Gale The Military Affairs Committee Wide Open Element Wins the
Is Drifting Banks Many
Gladden of Congregational
First Round in the Battle
Will Investigate Ainsworth
Church.
Feet High.
Affair.
of the Ballots.

interests.

Bond Received.
Alvan x. White, state superintendent of public instruction, yesterday
received the bond of Salmon Sanchez for $12,0(10, as custodian of the
school funds of Guadalupe county.
Lieutenant Resigns.
Lieutenant C. E. Hansen of the New
Mexico Xational Guard yesterday forwarded his resignation from Cincinnati, Ohio, to A. S. Brookes, adjutant
general. Lieutenant Hansen was formerly connected with the medical
corps at Roswell.
Insurance Matters.
Jacobo Chavez, superintendent of
insurance, left the city last night for
Roswell where he will today appear in
the district court in the prosecution of
E. L. Wilson for soliciting business
and collecting funds for the Missouri
State Life Insurance Company of St.
Louis, Missouri, without authority.
Escaped Convict Caught.
A. A. Sena, mounted policeman at
Las Vegas, this morning returned Pedro Moutoya, an escaped convict, to
the state penitentiary. Montoya was
captured at'Saa Pablo, San Miguel
county, by county officers, and turned
over to the mounted policeman. Montoya served five months of a three
year sentence, escaping over two
years ago while working with a road
gang near Santa Fe.
County Republican Central Committee
Central
The County Republican
Committee met last evening in the office of T. B. Catron and named February 29 as the date for the primaries
and March 2, as the date for the holding of a county convention to name
the delegates for the state convention which will be held here March
8.
One delegate for each twenty
votes cast for governor at the state
election will be chosen.
Trusty Recaptured;
"Lonnie" Harris, the negro trusty,
who performed menial work at the
executive mansion, and who escaped
last Saturday, was captured yesterday
at Raton. This is the second time
Harris has eluded the penitentiary
authorities. He was captured before
at Raton where he seems to have an
irresistible attraction. Mounted Policeman Lambert of Cimarron will return the prisoner to the institution
this morning.
Suit Filed.
A suit to recover $1030.40 in money
and property was filed yesterday by
Benjamin. Tucker Baca, who was a
Romero his
ward, against Rafael
guardian of Mora county. Baca alleges that, though he has reached his
majority, he has not received the
property entrusted to Romero ..or
himself and sister, Sally I. T. Tucker.
Trinidad Ortiz y Tucker and Evaristo
of Romero,
Lucero, the bondsmen
are made parties to the suit.
Alleged Horse Thieves Arrested.
Mounted Policeman J. A. Beal, of
Deming, reports the arrest of Teodoro
Montoya and Francisco Calderon at
Sherman, Grant county, on a charge
of stealing a horse from Joe Olney of
The horse was returned
Lordsburg.
to the owner and the men will have
a preliminary hearing soon. The citizens of Grant county have been
much annoyed
recently by petty

TO GOVERNOR
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The Little Store ggMKEl

WILL BE

SNT A

WEDNESDAY,

FE, N. M.

HI

JUST

FEBRUARY 21, 1912.

TRY A TEN CENT
BOX OF CASGARETS

You for Months Against a Sick
Headache, Biliousness, Constipation or a Bad Stomach.

Insures

Again Reminds You of the Superior

Placing Keystone of Arch
Over Main Entrance to

Put aside just once the Salts,
Cathartic Pills, Castor Oils or purgative waters which merely force a
medicine-ches- t,
filling
Exposition
passageway through the bowels, but
it with every new concocdo not thoroughly cleanse, freshen and
tion that comes along ?
these drainage or alimentary j
AVIATORS ARE AT SAN DIEGO purify and have
Nature does the curno effect whatever
organs,
medicine.
not
the liver and stomach.
ing,
upon
Goods.
Atk your Doctor if
inside organs pure and
Keep
CLAS-R-?
cT"
Intense Interest of Nation in ! fresh withyourCascarets, which thorough
Q
HINCLS
C
remove
the
the
Forests
cleanse
stomach,
National
ly
Strikingly
A N D
undigested, sour and fermenting food
Shown.
and foul gases, take the excess bile
from the liver and carry out of the
it not The treatment for
Washington, Feb. 21 Pensions may system all the decomposed waste matCoughs and Co Ids, Grippe,
nationadd another large item to the
ter and poisons in the intestines and
and many other ill.
al expense account. In fact, it looks bowels.
ALL DRUGGISTS
as if Congress would provide for an
A Cascaret tonight will make you
expenditure of about $25,000,000 an- feel great by morning. They work
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
nually in addition to what is now paid while you sleep never gripe, sicken
WITH
ALL CASH
out. The Senate Committer has vot- and cost only 10 cents a box from
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
FOR EVER.
ed in favor of that proyraiiimj, while your druggist. Millions of men and
rejecting the Sherwood bill, which women take a Cascaret now and then
La
Touche
Hancock.)
(By
SYOU GET "DOWN WEIGHT,'' .UP QUALITY AND A FAIR PRICE
would have entailed an additional ex- and never have Headache, Biliousness,
Do you recall how first we met?
YOU BUY HARDWARE FROM US.
WHEN
some
of
$75,000,-00Stom
Sour
is
it
said,
ccated tongue, Indigestion,
penditure,
'Twas playing in a tennis set;
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN HARDWARE FROM
ach or Constipated bowels. Cascarets
Ah! that's a time I'd fain forget
A CARPET TACK UP.
Children
For ever and for ever!
Congress has always been opposed belong in every household.
MICE AND RATS DON'T LIKE OUR TRAPS, BUT YOU WILL
You shouted "Love!" I acquiesced;
to putting the names of pensioners on just love to take them.
OUR BUSINESS METHODS. OUR TRAPS HOLD MICE AND
LIKE
confessed
must
And it
a list open to public inspec?o.i. The
really be
RATS AND OUR SQUARE DEAL METHODS WILL HOLD YOUR
of the canal
With you I wished to he obsessed
Senate Co.nn.inee, however, voted by bear news of the opening declared that BUSINESS.
For ever and for ever!
a very close margin to jiake n,inies of and many aviators have
would try for that purse.
was
when
o'er,
the
fateful
game
And,
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
pensioners public. Those iui on tne they
Wood-Davi- s
Co.
What seems difficult now will be
We went into an ice cream store
pension ro is teem unable :o sce why
the
when
more
1915,
as
easy by
14m
AIFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds m bulk and packages I thought you'd ask for more and
If
this should not be done. To b.? a pen- regarded
We
Its
Pnone 14
Have
Hardware
Phone
It
Aviators them
For ever and for ever!
sioner of the government should be exposition opens.
When our affection came to naught, considered a high honor.
selves say that their art is making
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
A breach of promise case you brought,
such strides that they expect to do
Educational Exhibit.
The mirth it caused would last, I
stunts at the San Diego Exposition
at
Preparations are being made
which would be considered impossithought.
San Diego, Cal., for a great InternaFor ever and for ever!
ble, or at least as courting certain
one
will
be
This
tional
Exposition.
That happened years ago, and yet,
death now. Men from all the nations
This Littte Gasoline Engine Will Pump 1000 Gallons
the
of the features of
coming exposi- of
Phone Black
Phooe Black My (literally) dearest pet,
world will take part in these
the
of Water Against 100 ft. Headtion in celebration of the completion
Ii! think of you (with deep regret)
45
45
thrilling exploits.
which
of
Panama
the
exposi
Canal,
Don t consider tne cost.
If you
For ever and for ever!
Fighting Forest Fires.
Xew York Sun. tion will be held in the bustling city
have work for a Gasoline Engine
Great interest was aroused throughthe
of Sim Diego in 1915; during
out the country by the recent anThe price will
see us about it.
whole calendar year, in fact.
nouncement that Congress intended
be
n
If you have
low.
surprisingly
Nothing that the
to curtail the appropriation for fightABOUND THE
a secondhand gasoline engine you
Republics are doing is a source of ing forest fires one million dollars.
greater pride to them than their pro- Protests went up from all sections
don't need, let us know.
gress in education. Practically all of where there are any public lands
Saloonkeepers Arre-tethese countries devote large sums out and any national forests. Whether
GORMLEY'S GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORE, SANTA FE.
Sofia Parada and J. O. Miller, sa- of the
public purse to schools and col- or not it is true that the cut meant
Paso
El
at
were
arrested
loonkeepers,
leges. Many of the young men and crippling the service, the incident
for selling intoxicants on Sunday.
women are sent abroad to finish their served to show how much the peo
educations and the culture of the peo ple are interested in the Forest Ser
Paid High for Drunk.
is very high vice. This is something which will,
ple of
Vivian Chavez, J. F. Brown and With the aid of these
enterprising for the first time, be properly exploit
fined
flO
Juan Alvarado were each
and cultured people, the exposition ed in 1915 at the San Diego Exposi
and costs at Las Vegas for drunkenmanagement of San Diego intends to tion. Everything connected with the
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
,
ness.
hold this educational exhibit. It is service will be demonstrated.
It will
333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union Depot
in
of
the colleges
expected that all
be a most fascinating exhibit for both
Barn Burned.
the United States will cooperate, and old folks and for the children.
PHONE, RED 100.
The bam of Rev. J. W. Campbell that
All
of
the chief institutions of learning
Government Aid.
to the
burned
near Mountainair,
in the neighboring republics will also
has
San
While
Exposition
the
Diego
burnwere
a
A
mare
calf and
ground.
Ale
make exhibits. Scientific apparatus not asked the Government for any fied to cinders.
and appliances used in primary, sec nancial
a.d, the various government Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
and
Drunken Boy Jumped Into Bull Ring. ondary, academic, collegiate and spe officials in Washington whose work
the
cial schools will be shown,
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
touches the scope of the exposition
A drunken boy jumped into the bull
will undoubtedly be one of are
exhibit
on
the
awake
subject
very wide
ring at Juarez on Sunday and was
CO.
MINERAL
SANTA
interest to the general pub and
knocked uown by e bull. He had a absorbing
they will oe aeeply interested in
lic and even more so to professional
th plans of the exposition managenarrow escape from death.
Ftae Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
men and women from all parts of the ment.
Many of them have told Col.
world. The progress of education Collier
- Suit for Divorce.
Saddle Horses
that
they will aid him both of
Buggies,
In the district court for San Miguel will also be illustrated, from the earl- ficially and unofficially to the full exiest times down to the year in which tent of their
county, Mary Crespin de Kelly has
ability. This aid and supfiied suit for divorce against Louis the exposition is held.
port is highly appreciated by the enerLIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
Great Masonic Event.
Kelly. The couple has been married
getic president of the exposition.
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Masons all over the world are showfive years.
When in Keed of Anything in
ing an interest in an event to bi held SELLING MORE OR LESS
Policies at Lowest Rates.
on April 17 next, in connection with
Man Turned Loose, Horse Held.
GENERAL ON WALL STREET.
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
in the
Luis Villegas, arrested at El Paso the placing of the keystone
for trying to smuggle a horse across arch over the main entrance to the Reading Declined Two Points Because
RATES RIGHT.
While this
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orthe boundary, has been turned loose San Diego Exposition.
of Unfavorable Coal Trade
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
by the customs authorities but the big celebration will not open until
Outlook.
January 1, 1915, the extensive plans
horse was confiscated.
For Full Information Call,
Or, Phone No. Red 76
being carried out necessitate active 'By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Bon Caspar Avennt
unand
work
every minute
energetic
Robbed His Father.
New York, N. Y., Feb. 21. The enFifteen year old Ernest Jacoby til that date, for the San Diegans in- tire morning session on the stock exwas arrested at Denver for stealing tend to have their big show absolute- change was dominated by Reading,
$165 from his father. George Combs, ly ready on time. That is why they which declined 2 points.
WHOLESALE
Selling was
ATS D RETAIL
aged 16 years, was arrested with him. have progressed so last as to be able more or less general but proceeded
The boys invested the nioney in re- to announce the placing, of the key- in large
from prominent traders
part
stone on April 17.
volvers.
RATON
who apparently b xsed their operation
The Knights Templar, Royal Arch
YANKEE
on the unfavorable coal trade outlook.
Dan Cupid Is Busy.
and Royal Select Masons will have
CERRILLOS
Union Pacific, Southern Pacific, UnitAt Las Vegas thus far this month charge of the imposing ceremonies
ed States steel and the Hill stocks
twenty-simarriage licenses have connected with the placing of the were all weaker. Bonds were steady.
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithiig Coal. Steam Coal.
In California alone,
been issued. Yesterday licenses were great keystone.
TO
The market closed heavy, the list
Sawed Wood and KindliD.
secured by Helen Davenport, aged 41 8,000 Masons will gather to attend
showing no material rallying power.
MexGenovevo
ceremonies.
these
end
51
New
Abila,
Arizona,
years
All
aged
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
of
and by Susuie Dennis Young, aged ico, Oregon, Washington,
Nevada,
There Is more Catarrh in this sec85
Telephone
Telephone 85
30, of Boston, aad Melvin Wornell, Colorado, and other states will send tion of
MftflPV nd lDCiivenlence by Purchasing Weils
the country than all other disSome Masonic authori- eases
delegations.
aged 44, of Pueblo.
OaiW iUUllCj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
and until the last
ties say that this ceremony has never few put together,
years was supposed to be incurChecks and Foreign Money Orders
been performed since the days of
PROGRAM FOR RACES
)V AOS AGENTS fOA
able. For a great many years doctors
AT JUAREZ TOMORROW j Solomon, which will heip to show why
a
it local disease and pre&.
so much importance is being attached pronounced
and all Foreign
Payable
scribed local remedies, and by con1NCOH PORATtD
U. S., Canada, Mexico
(By Spscliil Leased Wire to New Mexican) to it in Masonic circles.
Tbxouxbeut
Countries
The pagewith local
LOUISVILLE. K.Y.
Juarez. Mex.. Feb. 21. Entries for antry accompanying this celebration stantly failing to "ure
it
incurable.
treatment,
pronounced
WE
LEADING STATIONERS AD
tomorrow.
two
First race, selling,
will be impressive,
of Science has proven catarrh to be a
companies
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
MANUFACTURING ENGRAVERS
year olds, four furlongs. X Josie Le Knights Templar on white chargers, constitutional
disease an
therefore
99; Santa Call. Icicle, Tildy Wolf- - others mounted only on black chargORDERS POIC
Jt
treatment
constitutional
j
farth, 100; Huber 107; Velie Fortv. ers (and all of them gorgeously ap- requires
ENGRAVED
INVITATIONS.
CARDS,
PERSONAL AND BUSINESS
Hall's
Catarrh
manufactured
by
Cure,
Beulah Mc, 112; John Hurie, 115; De pareled), aiding to create a
STATIONERY , Etc. May be left with us with, the assurance that the
spectacle F . J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is
D. BARNES,
104.
work wheiv completed will marK the user &s"Carrecfa id meet every require-mebutante,
which those who witness it will nevthe only constitutional cure on the
Second race, selling 6 furlongs. Par- er
of the most discriminatin taste.
forget
in
is
market
taken
It
internally
nell Girl, Iwalni, 107; Dactylis, Mau
Aerill Events.
10
doses
a
from
teaspoonful.
drops to
ritania, Loni, Tiflis, Swede Sam. HenColonel D. C. Collier, President of
MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY,
ry Williams, Brighton, 112; Kiddy Lee, the San Diego Exposition, being an It acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. They ofAmarillo, Billy Mayhue, 115.
"THE QUALITY SHOP,"
enthusiastic member of the San Diego fer one hundred dollars
for any case
Third race, selling, 6 furlongs. X Aero
Santa
it
is
New Mexico.
natural
Club,
Fe,
he
that
only
cure.
it
fails to
Send for circulars
Dog Star, 97 f Manasseh, 100; Batwa, should intend to have
a very exten- and testimonials.
Successor to
X Nannie McDee, 102; Great
Friar, sive exhibit
and series of aerial
112.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToMORGAN LIVERY CO.
events at the exposition. In fact, aviFourth
six
ledo, Ohio.
race, selling,
furlongs. ators will
I have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
date many records and
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Chess, 102; Wayward, 107; EvelsinL
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
Takes Hall's Family Pills for conJim Mc, 109; Minnolette, Nila, Clyde, achievements from the San Diego ExH.
Glenn
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
Curtiss, who main- stipation.
FIRST-CLAS- S
110; Father Stafford. Cramercy, Bill position.
best service to the public and will keep the business
112; High Range, Dave Mont- tains his winter camp at San Diego,
Eaton,
.with army and navy officers as pupils,
line
open at all times day and night, with first-clagomery, 115.
For Hire at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Hone- W
of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
Fifth race, selling, 6 furlongs. X will cooperate to the fullest extent NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
HACK
THEODORE
LINE.
CORRICK'S
with
Col.
in
CORRICK,
Collier
I Will appreciate your patronage and influence.
Prop'r. (
making the aviaMells, 104; Helen Hawkins. Bell Cliff,
Phone Black 132.
Yours for Business
EXPRESS LINE.
J. R. CREATH.
Cry Baby, 107; Nyansea, Sarah, Belle tion features of the exposition unpar
Phone Main 139.
of the Bay, 110; Regards, Onoomoo, alleled successes. It will be rememSanta Fe. N. M.
130 San Francisco St.
bered that Col. Collier has already
114; Wings of the Morning, 115.
Phone Black 50166
Sixth race, selling one mile. X hung up one- purse of $10,000 for a
Maniac, 91 ; Ymir, 94 ; X Judge Walton flight from Panama to San Diego, to Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon
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SUNSHINE

Scott's Emulsion
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Hardware

Better Farming in New Mexico.
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Why Import Mineral Water ?
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PAINTING
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Etching
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j WAR

ANTEED

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

CALL FOR BIDS FOP: BRIDGE.

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

Fever and Summer Golds
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

and Tar

Bids are invited for the construcFoley's Honey
tion of a bridge across 'the Arroyo
RETURNS THURSDAY AMD FRIDAY
Plans
Tenorio, .Don Gaspar avenue.
Compound
and specifications may be inspected at
For quick and definite results.
office of the mayor of the city of
the
Agency . at O. K. Barber Shop Santa Fe. Bids will be opened on For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
"kwb ov.ttKL.ci r jsvuK, tor
March l 191A at S! p. m. Thfi city ire- -,
WHOOPINO
CROUp
COUGH for
all
or
serves
the
to
any
No.
2
reject
right
Red
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone,
ao i nMA HU CONDITIONS, or a cough
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

bids.

PAUL P. LACASSAONE'
305 San Francisco Street.

103; Dutch Rock, 105; Crossover, 107 ;
Wolferton, 109.
X Apprentice allowance.
Hay

b

Try a New Mexican want
lnas results.

ad.

I

of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use
Attest:
Mayor. Foley's Honey ana Tar Compound
tor gale hi all drrggista.
T. P. DELGADO, Clerk.

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

FOR

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

Pbene us, ire will tM glad to call fer
BARRANCA TO TAOS
your laundry on Mondays and TuesLa Salle Restaurant
and
on
Both North South,
Meets
Thursdays
days and deliver
Fridays.
Bounds Trains.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.!
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
are mended and buttons sewed en
Telephone II.
the north bound train and arrives at
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store. your shirts without extra charge.
RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taos at 7 p. m.
PHONE
25
cents.
Meals
Regular
Ten miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
way. Good covert nacke and good
Short Orders at All Hours.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams .;
furnished commerc'-a-! men to take In v
B0A2D BY THE WEEK $5.00
Try a New Mexican Want Ad. It the eurroundlng towns. Wire
French Noodle Order 20c. a dun,
Mew Terk Chop Suey 60c brings reunite.

OPEN

DAY AND NIGHT

!

.
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declared and fixed upon each of said
to 10c higher. Light, S5.90fiG.27
$5.90(?f several lots or pieces of property to
heavy,
mixed,
$5.90g6.22
OF THE
KILLED
secure the payment of the sums asC..35; rough. J5.9'iff6.10: pigs, $4.:
There is only one way for thin, 6.00: bulk of sales. $0.130.30.
sessed against the same with in.Market a terest and penalties which may be enand
(weak persons' to gain ft.
BY SANTA
strength and that is to eat and digest shade higher for best : others steady. forced against the said premises and
more food.
western, $;i.60fi the owners thereof as hereinafter pro- - FOR REXT 5 roomed house with
Native, $:l.:Hift4.'
"But that's just the trouble," says G.Su; yearlings, $l.S05j 5.75; lambs, na- vided. The said owners and the lots or range. D. S. Lowitzki.
one. "I don't want to eat at all and tive, $4.ol(& ti.S5 : western, $i.7o(&G.90. pieces of property owned by them resA Large Number of Savage
FOR REXT Nicely furnished room.
the doctors say it does more harm
Cotton.
pectively and the amount of the resthan good to eat what I don't want."
New York, X. V., Feb. 21. Cotton, pective assessments hereinafter made Inquire New Mexican.
Felines in the Pedis NaMid
That is true. The thing to do is to spot closed quiet, unchanged.
against each owner and her property
tional Fore
house
FOR SALE Fine modern
as
get an appetite and good digestion. dling uplands, lo:
middling gulf, are named, described and fixed
and ranch at Trtu has, N. M. Address
r
Miss Henrietta Huber, of the Bronx, $10.75.
follows,
,
to !i!i2 sq. fet 126 Hillsiue ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
X. V., says on this subejet:
Tina
'I was
IS TEN FEET (IP TO TIP
14c
walk
at
cement
ft. IK'A.sV; to
per
very weak and had been lor several
MEETING OF CITY COUNCIL.
extra filling. 6s loads at
per load ..WANTED Situation as assistant
months, so I thought
ought to take
to surveyor for line and grade, bookkeeper or plumber's apprentice
Vinol to gain strength. Since taking
$17.00;
Session
Adjourned Regular
The Game Wardei and Stock
said Some experience in both. Handy at
Vinol have gained over i: pounds in
$1.50; making a total of $1.
Santa Fe. X. M., Feb. 15, 1012.
242
Phillips,
Agua
on Dm das-pa- anything. Ed.
men Plan to Exterminate
situated
being
weight, and my appetite is g iod. Now
P'.oiterty
Council met in adjourned regular
Fria Street.
'
of
Fe.
I
in
said
Sania
am
as
as
ever.
city
Avenue,
Prow!rs.
strong
session at S o'clock p. m. with Mayor
and bounded on the north by ihe
This is a remarkable ease, but there Seligman in the chair, and Clerk
ROOMS FOTv KENT One, three,
property of Nathan Salmon, on the or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
of
are
thousands
in attendance.
others, proving that
Bour full grown male mountain
of
Muller
and
south
the
by
property
our delicious cod liver and iron remfdr rent at 237 Washington avenue.
lions were killed rcently within fifUpon toll call the following memKaune, on the east by Don GaspajM
edy, Vinol, is a certain body builder bers were found present:
teen miles of Santa Fe in the Dalton,
Large, haudsome dining room, excepAvenue, and on the west by the proand strength creator. If you are weak
tionally lice and well suited for
tV.mncilmen Alarid, Gable, Lopez,
Holy Ghost and Maiho Canyons, by E.
llaffner-Ketsc(Capital boarders.
aiiu mm, juu suo.iiu uv an means Qytiz Hid Wheelon. Absent. Council- - perty of Tina
S. Barker, ranger a' the Pecos Nationto
Santa
of
Addition
the
Fe.)
City
al Forest, and S. L. Fischer. The
give yourselt the bene! it of Vinol, for men Armijo, Baca and Moya.
Sec. 3. The City Clerk of the City
it will build you up and make you
TYPEWR! TERS.
hunt was under tie auspices and exThe reading of the minutes of the of Santa Fe is
hereby directed to Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
it
We
was
t,, do this.
strong.
guarantee
were dispensed
pense of the Forest Service and
meeting
previous
make and issue to the iierson or perThe Capital
Santa Fe, with.
Pharmacy,
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
organized by Thomas R. Stewart,
sons entitled thereto special tax bills plies.
X. M.
reto
afford
the
sold, exchanged
Typewriters
of
for
forest
of
the
The report
city treasurer
supervisor
certified
against the aforesaid a"J rented. Standard makes handled.
lief to the setters and stockmen of
the month of January showing a bal- duly
several lots or pieces of property and All
NEW CHARTER
OF DEMOCRACY.
repair work and typewritea guarthe section who have lost much live
ance in all funds $r.:'.9i.17 was read the owners thereof
for the amounts anteed. Santa Fe
ComTypewriter Exstock by the depredations of the big
and referred to the Finance
of the respective assessments against change.
231.
Phone
(Contined" From Page Three.)
felines. The hunters left the city
mittee.
the sauie with interest and penalties
week before last arriving within the
The report of the City Clerk for the as
provided by Chapter 51 of the Laws
our
cursed
to
with
AGENTS Triple- - War Hosiery
people
impotence
month of January showed collections or the
boundary of tie forest February 10.
Territory of New Mexico of Thei best paying proposition ever
a
right wrong, and had perpetuated
After making camp the hunters
to
amount
of
said
the
month
for
1899.
orucl iniquity. guaranteed for six months.
mounted on trail ponies, began the
75, was read and referred to the
Sec. 1. That the owner or holder Write for special offer 6 pair FREE.
"Xo
anarchist
blood
orator, raving against Finance Committee.
hunt behind a pack of trained
of the said lien created against such Everybody
Beautiful
line.
the Constitution, ever- - framed an inbuys.
hounds.
The report of the City Marshall property may institute suit in the Credit
for exclusive)
Write
dictment
so
severe
it
of
as
given.
these
to
be
warm
a
The first :rail proved
showing collections for street, paving name of the City against the said territory. Triple-Wea- r
Hosiery Mills,
worthy and
judges must and tines for said month amounted
one and in less than 'wo hours of
owner and other proper parties de- Franklin and Girard Avenue, Philaif their reaheld
to
be
framed
have
hard cross country riding the dogs
to $180.53. was read and referred to fendant, in any court, having jurisdelphia, Pa. Mention in answering
as (rue. In its
soning be accepted
the Finance Comiltee.
brought a large cat to bay in the top
diction, for the collection of said this advertisement. Dept. M. 21.
it. was reversed by the deciessence,
of a pine tree. A well placed shot
Mr. Alarid. Chairman of the Comassessment, together with interest,
sion of State courts in states like
' if
7...
v
,.ti,.,.
,r
brought (be feline to earth dead. It
costs and penalties, and the enforceon
the
mittee
that
lights
reported
Suand
and
by the
Iowa,
Washington
measured ten feet from the tip of its
were in a ment and foreclosure of said lien on
STATE SENATOR E. B. GALLEGOS,
preme Court of the Xation iu a case street lights in lie city
bushy tail to the tip of its black nose.
Who Will Represent Union Cou nty in Legislature.
very bad condition, and asked that said premises in the same manner
a
but
few
old.
weeks
as now provided for the foreclosure
Hunting mountain lions according
"1 know of no popular vote by any some steps be taken by the council
MASONIC.
to Mr. Barker, is not a difficult nor
it was o:' mortgages on real estate, and he
to
same.
remedy
Whereupon
of
the Union more, flagrant in
slate
Montezuma
Lodgii
particularity hazardous sport. The
shall
said
anil
seconded
through the legislature, will take a its defiance of
moved
the
suit,
that
diligently
prosecute
Mayor
right and justice, more
No. 1, . F. & A. M.
hard part is the keeping up with the
Comall
sums
and
or
collected
of
Age 5S years.
leading part in the State Senate that
realized
and
chairman
the
the
Light
in its ability to face the
the
Regular communi
Born at Las Vegas.
convenes next month. He is a native
dogs after they have caught
needs of our civilization, than mittee be instructed to wait upon the from payments made to the city upon
changed
cation first Monday
scent. The trail is sure to lead over
of
Union
Las
Father of
County.
of the Water and said assessments or collected by the
Vegas where he was born on this decision by the
Superintendent
of each month at
highest court of
rocks and through untrodden canyons
Held many positions of pubMarch 2(1, 185;;. He has held many
thereon
a
or
suit
and
make
City
otherwise,
by
complaint
Company
Light
the State of New York. Many of the
Masonic - Hall a
and the dogs follow hard and fast.
lic trust,.
be
owner
shall
or
to
the
now
holder
iu
to
positions of public trust, including
service
the
paid
poor
regard
of that court
know personal7.30.
A horse is only good for one run in
service as a member of the House of judges
Member of House of Repreof
lien.
said
to
ly, and for Ihem 1 have a profound being rendered by said company
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
a week and fresh mounts are a nefrom San Miguel
sentatives from San Miguel
Passed and approved the
of lights.
Representatives
day CHAS. E. LINNEK. Secreia.TT.
regard. Even for as flagrant a deci- the city in the matter
cessity. When the lion is brought
ccunty. He has been a leader of the sion as this I would not vote for
County.
Councilman Gable introduced
the oi February, 1912.
their
to bay the nimrod must be sure of a
to the Liquor
Republican
party in Union county
Santa Fe Chapter Ns.
-recall; for I have no doubt the deci- following amendment
dead shot" or his dogs are sure to be
state Senator E. B. Gallegos, the ever since that county was establish- sion
License
Ordinance.
Mayor.
1. R. A. M.
was
in
rendered
accordance with
Regular
killed by an infuriated wounded ani-- ; father of Union county, he having ed and although it went Democratic
Attest:
Ordinance No
convocation second;
mal.
defensive been the principal figure that pushed a' the last election he pulled through their ideas of duty. But most emThe cats fight
9
of
Section
Amending
Chapter
Monday of each month
phatically I do wish that the people
of
the new county by a good majority.
always and the advantage is conse- - the creation
City Clerk.
at Masonic Hall a
should have the right to recall the de- of the Revised and Compiled Ordinal
fluently with the hunter.
The ordinance was read in full and
7:30 p. m.
cision itself, and authoritatively to ces of the City of Santa Fe, N. M.,
It is only domestic stock which the
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
July, 1911, relating to Liquor License upon motion duly seconded and carwith
cannot
what
stamp
disapproval
ried by unanimous vote, the same was
prowler of the forest destroys, but
H. P.
but seem to the ordinary plain citizen Fee.
the game animals, particularity deer
Be it. ordained by the City Council ordered published.
B a monstrous
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
of
misconstruction
the
and turkey. A full grown cat will
was
moved
and
seconded
that
It
of the City of Santa Fe, N. M:
Constitution, a monstrous perversion
destroy on an average of nfteen deer
Section 1. That section 92 of Chap- the contractor for the Masonic Buildof
an.
the
Constitution
into
instrument
Santa Fe Commander
in a year, colts are favorite food of
ter 9 of the Revised and Compiled ing on Washington Avenue be directfor
of
social
and
the
No. 1, K. T. Ragular
perpetuation
on
to
ed
electric
two
the lions, though they do not disdain
provide
lights
and for the oppression Ordinances of Santa Fe, N. M., July,
fourth Monconclave
wrong
on
fat
nice
of
or
dis
a
Avenue
where he has
a bit
veal
sheep,
is hereby Washington
1911, be and the same
oi the weak and helpless.
in
each
mouth at
day
killed
in the
tributed his building material and
occasion. One of the lions
"If there must be decision by a amended to read as follows:
Masonic Ha.11 at 7:S
that he be lenominated for a second
Bernalillo County Republicans.
maconfine
he
said
that
recent hunt was brought to bay near i
the
firms
building
92.
"Sec.
all
That
persons,
p. m
The Republicans of Bernalillo coun term. Alaskans will feel proud such close majority, then let the people or
the carcass of a full grown horse
corporations, who shall sell or offer terial so that sufficient room may
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
in and let it be their majority
step
at
was
convention
a
hold
will
their
is
who
that
a
ty
restep
time
taken,
killed
but
many
short
had
which it
for sale spirituous, malt and vinous be had for teams to pass and
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
and buquerque on March 2. The primaries are not lined up with Democrats, for that decides.
Game Warden Gable
in quantities of five gallons, pass, and the marshall is hereby di
liquors
29.
on
held
be
will
February
they are of another party, but at the
or
a number of prominent stockmen of
or less than a case or package of rected to enforce tins motion
Santa Fe Txdge ot
same time they cannot help feeling
the state will bring a proposition be- a dozen bottles,
shall be consider- cause all of the building material to
No.
Perfection
Dismissed.
1, 14ta
Arizona
Contest
the
enthat
li'
proud
foe
to
have
Republicans
removed from the street and want.
fore the first state legislature
ed retail liquor dealers, and shall pay
Ancient
and Acdegree.
too
dorsed
our
was
filed
three
Because it
days
present executive, their
cense state hunters for the extermf
to the treasurer of the City of Santa Motion was duly carried.
cepted Scottish Rite ot
Closing Quotations.
A written complaint was then read
nation of the soft footed prowlers not soon, the contest of H. K. Chenoweth e pride of country and respect for the
N. M., an annual license fee of
Free Masonry meeta on
New York, Feb. 21. Call money, Fe,
Leo
more than a hundred of which roam iar.d R. R. Earhart for the county treas-th- office will warrant such a statement
Hersch
the
One Thousand
Dollars, signed by
($1,000.00)
asking
the third Monday of each month
sil2
prime paper, ;i
Council to abate the. nuisance
now
mountain recesses of the Pecos, iu'eship of Santa Cruz county, Arizona, Nome, Alaska, Daily Nugget.
payable annually in advance."
at 7:30 o'clock in th evening lm
Mexican dollars, 47; copwas dismissed by District Judge Dean
ver, 5S
at the New State Masonic
Sec. 2. That this ordinance shall being committed
side ot Plata.
Hall, south
per, 14.00 14.10; tin, 42. 75 & 4:1.00; be in full force and effect upon its theatre on Lower San Francisco
Anything But Dry.
DAMAGING TELEGRAMS OFFERED
Viaitlng Potish Rite Masons are corThe Democratic state central com- lead,
Senator Burns.
amalgamated, passage, approval and publication, street.
$4.004.10;
IN PACKERS' TRIAL.
dially Invited to attend.
Senator T. D. Burns of Tierra mittee at Albuquerque
last Monday G4
Atchison, and that all ordinances or parts of orsugar, lis
The City Marshall was instructed
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
M.
Tom
Burns
N.
If
selected
103
goes
Governor
McDonald's
nomiAmarilla,
129
New
Great
Northern,
Chicago. 111.. Feb. 21. Scores ot
dinances in conflict herewith are here- to investigate into the matter and if
Venerable Matter.
Northern Pa- by repealed.
telegrams,' alleged to have been sent: after one of those senatorships next nation of A. H. Hudspeth of Lincoln York Central, ilo
such nuisance existed to abate the HENRY F.
STEPHENS, 38
he will get it. He is able
county, as chairman and set June 10 cific, 116
SouthReading, 153
same
hv Louis H. Heyman, manager of the:"'ntn
once.
at
Passed and approved February
as the date of the state convention, ern, Pacific, lit;
Hcretary.
Nor,e''n
Reading, 153
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which
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PaSouthern
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Union
Pacific,
Co. urging eastern representatives to
the
warrants
for
treasurer
against
tow-- San
Juan County Index.
B. P. O. E.
unnecessary to state is a wet town, cific, 13
steel, 59
pfd.,
higher prices, were read to the
Mayor. the sum of ten dollars in payment of
Democratic conventions not being held 108
Fe Lodge Ko.
Santa
The
trial
in
the packers'
today.
Attest:
filing papers in the District Court, in
jury
iu the arid belt so that you can notice
Partisanship.
4fi0, B. P. O. E. hold
Grain and Provisions.
the
cases:
.Mrs.
following
object of the government in introduc- Joseph
oii.-it The selection of Mr. Hudspeth esi
ita regular session ot
"at
clueme i ..!
Chicago, ill., Feb. 21. Wheat May,
ing them was to show that the test!
City Clerk. Hersch vs. The City of Santa Fe, $5.00
but always pecially pleases the Pecos Valley un- 100ftl-S- ;
the second aDd fourtl
Wn. ti
July, y5
and
JoWis .,! hv th nark-- i "My Party right or wrong,
the
Santa
of
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ordinace
full
The
read
in
Mrs.
Fe,
City
to a former gen- washed, having served as their repre
of each
Wednesday
belongs
liny
party,"
Corn
67
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OS;
May,
July,
in
ers
fixing the selling price.
upon motion duly seconded and car- seph Hersch foreclosure lien. $5.00.
month. Visiting brothno legitimate place sentative and heing well Known all (g5-8- .
and
has
eration
The messages were identified by in this
ried by a unanimous vote, the same Motion carried unanimous.
ers are lnviteu an-enlightened age. It was a sen-- : over the slojie. He is a lawyer and a
Oats May, 52
July,
William E. Ehlert, margin clerk in the
was ordered printed.
Upon motion duly seconded and
welcome.
which the old bosses used to man of considerable ability. Roswell
timent
Pork May, 15.50.
Morris & Co.'s dressed beef depart- iwork to
the
Councilman Gable also introduced unanimously carried
City Attorney
and do yet to some Register Tribune.
CARL A. BISHOP.
the
limit,
Lard
9.05.
was allowed the sum of $50 in full J. D. SENA,
May,
the following ordinance:
ment, who was recalled to the witness extent, and by it they carried out
Exaltad Ruler.
Ribs
May, S.57
stand.
payment for his services in the, case
Ordinance No.
Secretary.
their selfish aims and fastened cor THREE CANDIDATES FOR
of
Kansas
Mrs.
Leo
In one message sent to Boston,
Hersch
Ordinvs.
An
The
of
"An
City.
entitled
PRESIDENCY IN COLUMBUS.
City
Ordinance,
But
parties.
ruption upon political
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 21. Cattle ance to levy assessment upon lots Santa Fe.
"What are you try - ;condltion8 are now better and will (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Heyman asked:
F. W. FARMER
On the matter of the removing
the
Receipts, 4,000, including 300 South- and pieces of property abutting upon
ing to do, put us out of business with pont1mlfi . 0 im,)rove as the public puts
Columbus, Ohio, Feb. 21. This city
Homestecd No.
erns. Market steady, a shade higher. Don Gaspar Avenue, between Manhatfence on the property of Pleasant H.
your low selling prices?"
2879.
principle above policy and the good harbored three probable candidates for
One telegram addressed to a New ot a nat;on above the success of a the presidency today.
They were Natives steers, $5.5033.00; southern tan St., and Franklin Avenue, in the Hill on Cerrillos Street, the matter
Brotherhood
of
J
was
read:
to
Harmon
cows
Governor
referred
the Committee ou
Colonel Roosevelt,
and City of Santa Fe, N. M., for the purYork representative
steers, $5.00G.25; southern
American Yeomen
party. Silver City Enterprise.
of Ohio, and Governor Woodrow Wil- heifers, $3.00 5.00; native cows and pose of paying the cost of sidewalk Streets and Bridges.
This is awful ana we cannot stand
Meets
Second
son, of New Jersey. The latter pass- heifers, $3. 00 (ft 5.00; native cows and improvement, and fixing a lien upon
Upon motion duly seconded and carfor it. Hold beef for better price if
Alaska Endorses Taft.
and Fourth Thur
en
to
Louis
route
St.
ed
ried
carcass
another
most
notable
the
this
was
sell
and
to
and
instructdon't
stockers
through
best
said
and
$3.0O(ffi6.25;
each parcel of
City Attorney
heifers,
you
property,
Perhaps the
d a y i. Fireman's
'deed performed by the Republican where he is scheduled to speak to- feeders, $4.50(f 6.50; bulls, $4.00(ff secure the payment of the assess- ed to bring suit against the following
week."
Hall. H. Foreman,
for
The
trains stopped here
their night.
western ment thereon, and deciaring'said as- parties for street paving still due,
$4.00(?t 7.25;
Another message to a New York ag- territorial committee during
5.50;
calves,
A. E. P. Robinson.
ent read: "If you don't get prices up meeting at Cordova last week was some minutes but local Wilson admir- - steers, $5.()07.23; western cows, sessments a personal liability and should they fail to pay before the
Cor.
Fred F.
first
of
OrCelso
we will have to reduce your ship- - their endorsement of President Taft's ers evidently did not know of his
ciaim against the several owners of
day
April, namely:
$3.005.25.
Alarid.
was
no
one
at
the
for
station.
recommendation
age
and
administration
Hogs Receipts, 11,000. Market 5c said property, and providing for the tiz, Marcelino Garcia, Mrs. Atkinson,
higher. Bulk of sales, $5.906.30; collection and enforcement thereof." Mrs. Roberts, Mrs. Segjra, Alfredo
Santa Fe Camp
Be it ordained by the City Council Hinojos, Mrs. Gildersleeve, E. P.
packers and
heavy, $6.20C.32
13514, M. W. a.
Mrs.
Kate
of Santa Fe:
neeta second TuesPatterson, It. L. Baca,
butchers, $6.056.3O;
light, $5.70
G.15; Pigs, $5.25.
Sec. 1. That, whereas, the City Sisters of Charity, Mrs. Maud R. Frost
day each month, so
Market Council of said city has by resolution and John Zook.
cial meeting tLira
8,000.
Sheep Receipts.
In the matter of Sena Street and
at EIk
strong.
Muttons, $3.25 4.50; lambs. or ordinance ordered the improveTuesday
Hall. Visting neigh- $5.256.30; fed wethers and yearlings ment of said Don Gaspar Avenue, by the complaint of Mrs. Kruger and Mrs.
the construction on both sides there- Speak, the matter was referred to uors welcome.
$3.1o4.50; fed ewes, $2.75i3.05.
the chairman of the Committee on
A. G. WHITTTEE, OrniuL
of of brick or cement sidewalks.
Omaha.
Whereas after notice as required Streets and Bridges the Mayor anil CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
Omaha, Neb., Feb. 21 Cattle ReNaby Chapter 54, of the Laws of the Councilman Gable to investigate and
ceipts, 4,500. Market stronger.
Santa Fe Camp No.
tive steers, $5.20 7.80; cows and Territory of New Mexico of 1899, and to report at the next regular meeting.
Upon motion duly seconded and
6673, R. N. A. meets
steers, the ordinances of said city, the own
heifers, $3.25 5.75: western
to
first Tuesday of eacn
$4.006.70; Texas steers, $3.755.30; ers of the hereinafter described lots carried the Mayor was authorized
month; social meeting
range cows and heifers, $3.004.S5: or parcels ot real estate abutting on appoint a committee oi three one of
third Tuesday at Fireeanners, $2.fi03.60; stockers and the aforesaid portions of Don Gaspar whom shall be a member of the City
to
Council
to
and
man's Hall. Visiting
report
con
investigate
or
Avenue
failed
build
have
to
feeders, $3.756.3o; calves, $3.50'
the Council a suitable site for a
struct the sidewalks as required.
neighbors welcome.
7.50; bulls, stags, etc., $3.755.35.
building.
NETTIE V1CKROY.
Market
15.300.
And, whereas, therefore, the sideHogs Receipts
Oracle.
Upon motion duly seconded and
5c higher.
r.
Heavy, $6.10 6.25; mixed walks have been constructed and
s
carried the Mayor was authorized to MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
?6.(I06.10; light, $.).75U.lo; pigs, built by order of the city council of
the City of Santa Fe as provided by appoint a committee of three one of
$4.505.75; bulk of sales, $5.95
whom shall be the Mayor, to confer
Herewith are some bargains offered,
statute in such cases.
6.10.
with the Woman's Board of Trade by the New Mexican PriutlngCom-panor
construction
the
And,
whereas,
Market
5,000.
Sheep Receipts.
com- in regard to building a New Band
Code of Civil Procedure of the
steady. Yearlings, $4.655.35; weth- building of sidewalks has been
Stand etc. in the Plaza.
Territory cf New Mexico, 1897. iheep
ers, $3.754.25: ewes, $3.00 3.85; pleted;
A committee of three consisting of bound, $1 ; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Therefore, be it further ordained:
lambs, $5.10G.25.
2. That there shall lie and the Mayor, Coiincilineii
Sec.
Lopez and Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Chicago.
f
.
10.
the two for
$6;
Market hereby is expressly assessed against Ortiz was appointed for the purpose Pleadingi,
Cattle Receipts, 14,000.
of investigating and selecting suitable Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
steady to shade higher. Beeves, $4.70 each of the several owners hereinaf-or
place for Children's
public play ot New Mexico, i8S9, 19J1 and 1903.
8.05; Texas. steers, $4.505.fi5; wes ter named and their several lots
English and Spanish pamphlets. $2.25?
tern steers, $4.807.OO; stockers and pieces of roierty owned by them res- grounds.
The Mayor was authorized
abutto ap- full leather
i. Sheriff's Flexible
feeders, $3.80 6.10; cows and heifers, pectively hereinafter described
ting on said portions of the said ave- point a committee for the purpose of Cover Poclt-- t Dockets, single, $1.36;
$2.006.40; calves, $5.507.75.
with the Commercial Club two or more books, SI each.
New
Hogs Receipts, 42,000. Market 5 nue, the several sums hereinafter consulting
mentioned and said several sums so hi regard to the DeVargas Pageant.
M'xico Supreme Court Reports, Noa.
There being no further business the 9 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS. assessed are hereby declared to be a
Your druggist will refund money 11 personal liability which shall be dis- Council adjourned.
pilation Corporation La.vs, 75 c.
Seal
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any charged and paid with interest and
Mining Laws, c0 c Money's
Fe..
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
Mayor. jigest. of New Mexico P sports. ful
or penalties as herein provided by said
Spirit Lake, at Altitude of 12,000 Feet Within Ten Mrles of Santa
P. Gable.)
sheet,, 16.69; full list ariiool blanks.
Protracting Files in 6 to 14 days. 50c several owners, and a lien is hereby T. P. DELGADO, Clerk.
(From Recent Official Report of Game and Fish Warden Thomas
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February filled its quota of six mur COLOMBIANS KEPT IN
ders rather early in the month. It is
DARK ABOUT SQUABBLE.
the many murders and the few legal
hangings that are the cause of lynch-ing- s Newspapers Fail to Inform
Then
About Break of Their Minister

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES
Editor and President.
Vice President
JOHN K. STAUFFER
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
Entered'as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.

FOSS WANTS $12,000,000
FOR TWO BATTLESHIPS.

r.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
"any, per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier. .
'Z
Daily, per month, bv mail
Daily, per year, by mail
.7.00
OFFICIAL

3
ft

Daily, six months, by mail.
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year
Weekly, per quarter

Would Equal Revenue of State
New Mexico for at Least a
Dozen Years.

.$3.50
1.00
2.00

(By Snt'oial L,easi'd Wire to Npw Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Feb. 21. The

DO

building of two first class battleships
to cost $6,000,000 each," exclusive of
armor and armament, with an imme-

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico! It-- is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large ana growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

NOW IS TIME FOR STEADY
HANDS.
President Taft is to be commended
for calling attention in his New York
speech to the fact that Lincoln,
throughout his political career was a
party man. It is well to bear this in
mind at a time when members of all
parties unite in paying tribute to that
great president. Lincoln worked with
his party, and did not go cavorting
about in disregard of parties at every
coalprovocation, making
itions and generally playing "high
jinks" when things did not suit him.
Had he chosen, the President might
have drawn direct parallel between
Lincoln and the political extremists
whom Mr. Taft described as "political
emotionalists or neurotics, who have
lost the sense of proportion." But
such comparison was not necessary;
the public can see the point.
It was a great point of Abraham
Lincoln that he husbanded his energy
and rose strong to every emergency.
Many in his own time regarded him
as extremist, but he certainly was not
a "political nenrotic. Men of the
stamp are quite apt to break
down, "slop over'' or discredit themselves in one way or another in a time
of stress. Numerous examples of this
have been afforded by the
progressives in the last two years.
We have had such exhibitions from
Pinchot and, quit recently, a very notable exemplification by La Follette.
The neurotic tendency, in politics as
in other matters, is frequently a very
useful force. It is undoubtedly true
that many of our great geniuses were
neurotics. But it is not well that
grave and difficult tasks should be
committed to men of this type. Such
"emotionalists
are generally better
prophets and agitators than they are
builders. Especially is this true in respect to tasks that call for sustained
effort and patience and for a conservative and careful handling of men and
measures.
The philosophy of relaxation and
the gift of humor were great saving
elements with Lincoln.
He understood well the value of diversion,
whether dealing with himself or with
beothers. The art of
came with him a national asset of
great value. Experience, if not intuition, had taught him the lesson that
the direct way of getting at a thing
is not always the quickest and best.
To ease the tensfon a bit, now and
then, helps wonderfully to clarify the
vision and dispel temper and prejudice. What a pity that our
progressives cannot profit more fully
by theexample set by our first Republican president.
The great trouble is that this "political emotionalism" is far from being purely individual in its manifesA few neurotics running
tations.
amuck in politics will soon get a mob
about them eager, as the President
says, "to pull down those things which
have been regarded as the pillars of
the temple of freedom and representative government and to reconstruct
our whole society on some new principle not definitely formulated."
And
one great danger is thai such leaders
will obstruct these endeavors
that
make for real progress and induce a
period of reaction. There should not
be too much emotionalism in places
where a clear head and steady hand
are indispensable to effective action.
Belter the leader who has a "phlegmatic quality that he can call into
service to tide him over rough places
last-name- d

story-tellin-

g

self-style-

NEW MEXICO MUST FALL IN LINE.
The New York highway commission
has asked the state legislature for au
thority to issue 50 million dollars of
improvement bonds for the purpose of
completing New York's system of public highways.
In order to complete
the system it will be necessary to
build 5,907 miles of country roads and
1.340 miles of state roads.
And the most interesting feature of
the New York situation is not that the
for
highway commission is asking
such a tremendous sum for good roads
but that there seems to be no particular opposition to the recommendation. The people of New York, knowing the value of good roads, are willing to pay for them.
Even with a
automo
bile that could keep up a pace of
90 miles a day indefinitely, it would
take a man more than 65 years to
cover all the public roads in the Unit
ed States. A young man of twenty
starting out to accomplish this tre
mendous .task would be S5 before he
had covered the last mile of public
highway in this country.
d

After an investigation extending
over many months, Logan Waller
Page, director of the office of public
roads, has ascertained that there are
now 2,199,645 miles of public roads in
the United States. The figures in
clude all the new roads built up to
the year 1909. In 1904 there were exactly 2,151,379. It is apparent, therefore, that the increased mileage of
new roads within a period of about
five years has been 48,266.
"The investigation just concluded,"
said Director Page, in an interview,
"shows conclusively that the move- ment for the improvement of public

t
J

highways has obtained a firm grip on
the country. The percentage of roads
which were really improved, amount-leto 7.14 in 1904, while in 1909, to
which year statistics are now avail-able, the percentage was S.66.
"It is interesting to observe the
growth of improved methods in road
construction. For instance, the total
mileage of stone roads in 1904 was
36,818, while in 1909 it was 59,237.
The total mileage of gravel roads in
1904 was 109,905, while in 1909 it was
only 102,870. This decrease in gravel
roads, however, was due to a reclassification of roads. Many of those re
ported in 1904 to be of gravel proved
to be of some other substance, while
exaggerations were eliminated.
"The total mileage
of sand-claand other
brick, bituminous-macadaimproved roads in 1904 was 6.S06,
while in 1909 the mileage reached 28,d

I
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THE PROFIT ON

A

of

STEER.

cattleman not long ago
was dissatisfied with the price he had
received for 279 steers sold to Swift
& Co.,
in com$4.60 per hundred
parison with the prices paid by city
people for roast beef and steaks, says
Leslie. He expressed his feeling publicly. Swift & Co. examined the detailed account of this particular lot
of cattle and found that it was sold
in twenty-fivdifferent cities, ranging
from Boston in the Northeast to El
Paso in the Southwest, from New Orleans in the South to Buffalo in the
North, and in a variety of communi-

diate appropriation of $10,000,000 toward their completion, was proposed
in a bill introduced today by Representative Foss of Illinois.
The House Democrats in caucus recently voted against a battleship appropriation, but many Democrats are
claimed to have changed their views
and one battleship may be provided
for.
The naval affairs committee
will
consider the Foss bill in a few days.

ties, from Greenville,
Miss., with
some
to
9,000
population,
with its millions. The company
paid for these 279 steers, total weight.
332.SU0 pounds, at $4.60
a hundredweight, the sum of $15,308.80, and
sold 187,765 pounds of the total as
dressed beef at $6,583 per hundredweight, thus losing on this 187,765
pounds $2,948.62.
Swift & Co. paid cash for the ani
mals, dressed them in Fort Worth
abattoirs, kept the carcasses in coolers
t
hours, loaded them in
to refrigerator cars, transported them,
charges prepaid, thousands of miles
to various parts of the United States,
sold 'hem for the average prir stated and sustained the loss set forth.
But there was no ioss on the complete
transaction, for there were the bySwift & Co., on the hides,
products.
hoofs, horns, etc., of these steers,
realized simply a profit of $1.26
on
each animal, or less than
of a cent
on euch pound of meat! These facts,
with others, are set forth by this corAre the packers robbing
poration.
the people the consumers and making too much money? If the facts are
not as they state, will somebody challenge them?

DOMINGO

REVOLUTION
IS SPREADING OUT.

Communications on Portions of Fron
tier Are Entirely Interrupted

at Present.

Aba-bajo-

BRYAN

VISITS SANTA FE AGAIN.

(Continued

From Page One.)

itics he was not yet ready to make
definite comment on the present trend
of affairs. He said that he had made
but few speeches this winter and had
spent the greater Part of the time
resting up. His visit to his son and
grandchild at Tucson had given him
great pleasure.
The Hall of Representatives was
crowded with an enthusiastic audi- -

1

.tfflM

.

matter under consideration but either the newspapers are ignorant of the
occurrence or else comment lias been
suppressed.

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION "
IN NEW MEXICO
Loansmoney on the most favorable terrm on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys andsells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and males telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given, by .any money.transmitting
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bink executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, anl will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions is is consistent with sound banking.

STRIKE AGITATORS HELD
$5.50 to $6.60.
FOR GRAND JURY.
There wag no appreciable net
change in hog prices last week, on the
Lawrence Leaders Accused of Being average, though prices were uneven.
Accessories Before the Fact in
Receipts are increasing in the last
OFFICERS.
ten days. Prices are 5 lower today,
Killing of Woman.
but because of outside influences,
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) rather than on account of there being
A.
L.
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
HUGHES,
21.
Lawrence, Mass., Feb.
Joseph too many here. Supply here today is
J. Ettor, Industrial Workers of the 12,000 head, including 3,000 .head diWorld leader, in the local textile rect to Cudahy, from Omaha. Nestrike, and Arturo Giovannitti, his braska raised a big crop of corn last
ON
assistant, were held for the grand season, and Omaha has been getting
in
j'.iry by Judge Mahoney
police heavy runs of hogs for the last few
today, charged with being acces- months.
The short number at Kansories before the fact to the murder sas City keeps prices here the highest
o? Anna Lopizzo, the woman who was on the river, top today $6.22
bulk
killed in a strike riot January 29.
$5.85 to $6.20.
Sheep and lambs revived a little at
the close last week, but they are 10
MAY END IN SPLIT
OF MODERN WOODMEN. lower today. Run today is 15,000
head, and lambs sold up to $6.25, midInsurgents Against New Rates Gather dle class lambs around $6, which is
about on a level with the low time
in Force at Minneapolis
last week. Yearlings bring $4.75 to
Convention.
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
$5.50, wethers $4 to $4.50, ewes $3.25
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) to $3.90. Colorado' feeders are , disMinneapolis, Minn., Feb:, 21. Pre- couraged at the trend of the market,
and shipments from there are moving
-pared to make a fight against the
Mobile bill and its increase in at a good rate already, a month ahead
rates recently adopted by the Modern of time. Feeding lambs bring $5.25.
at
Woodmen of America, delegates from
New
Mexican
con.
different parts of the United States
Printing
arrived here today to attend the na pany. has prepared civil and criminal
GENERAL AGENTS,
SANTA FE, N. M.
tional Modern Woodmen assembly, dockets especially for the use of jus
which begins tomorrow. Iowa thus tices of the peace. They are especialfar has sent the largest number of ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made oJ
delegates of any one state.
good record paper, strongly and dur
WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS
ably bound, with leather back and
FOR FOLKE E. BRANDT. covers and canvas sides, hall full
Index in front and the fees of justice!
AND
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) of the peace and constables printed
New York, Feb. 21. Justice Ger- - In full on the 2rst page. The pages
4.00
rard today sustained the writ of j Combined Civil and Criniln.--J
inches. These books ar
habeas corpus; issued in the case of tare 10
Folke E. Brandt, and ordered that made up in clvi) and criminal dockets.
Now Under the Same Managemen
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Brandt be remanded to the Toombs separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in on
prison for trial.
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
Brandt May Be Pardoned.
book, 80 paes clvdl and 320 page
To
are
criminal.
en suit with private
N.
21.
introduce
them
Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Feb.
Y.,
Albany,
they
Attorney
General Carmody announced today offered at the following prices
12.7S
THOS. DORAN,
that he had recommended to Gover- Civil or Critnmal
Large Sample Rooms.
For 45 cents aV'U'cional tor a singU
nor Dix that Brandt be. pardoned. He
holds there was no evidence in the docket, or 55 cents additional for
record to show that Brandt commit- combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash Id
ted burglary in the first degree.
full must accompany
order. Stat
plainly whether English or Spaniel;
NATIONAL RACQUET CHAMPIONprinted beading is wanted.
SHIP GAMES AT BOSTON
&
ARE RESUMED.
New Mexican Want Ads always
bring results. Try it.
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Boston, Mass., Feb. 21. Play in the
222 San Francisco Street
G. LL'PE KERRERA. Proff
x
::
National Racquet Championship was
resumed today at - the Tennis and
Racquet Clubs. Six matches were Makes Men's Fine
scheduled for the day in the first
round.
Herbert Molson of Montreal, took
the place of W. P. Burden of New "ttasn,6riffltk Shoe Cofplf
dbwbi
MEANS SOMETHING.
coiSHOE MANUFACTURERS ff
York, who was drawn to play M.
Bartlett of Boston. Mr. Bartlett won
in straight games, the sctres being

if

4

4

TIME DEPOSITS

PAID

J

How About That Fire Insurance?

:

,

Think About It!

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

THE PALACE

TELS

THE MONTEZUMA
bath.

Proprietor

Short Orders run Day

WILLIAM J. BRYAN.

ence that applauded again and again.
Judge Laughlin introduced the speaker in fitting terms. The address was
a most aloquent and scholarly one,
and dwelt primarily on the triumph
o democracy all over the world and
the great moral awakening of the people. Incidentally he dealt a whack at
the New Mexico constituion and defended the initiative and referendum
as being based on the Constitution.
He also urged the open school door
for every child.
CAPTAIN BOYCE WAS
UNARMED WHEN MURDERED

Fred Mueller, Undertaker Testifies
to that Fact at Sneed Trial at
Fort Worth.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Fort Worth, Texas, Feb. 21. Captain A. G. Boyce was unarmed when
shot by J. B. Sneed on January 13, acmeet.
cording to Fred Mueller, the undertaker, ho took Boyce to the hospiRecords of the Past for this month, tal before he died.
He undressed
gives considerable space Aid several Captain Boyce, he said. Mueller was
illustrations to the communal dwell- the last witness for the prosecution
ings of Pesedeuinge near the Rio Oso, and arguments in the case were benorth of the Santa Clara. It speaks of gun.
the valuable work of the School of
American Archaeology at Santa Fe, RACE BULLETIN AT
and gives some indication of the vastJUAREZ THIS AFTERNOON.
ness of the field still to be conquered (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
by science, for but few have been
Juarez, Mex., Feb. 21. Weather
the excavations thus far in the great clear, track fast. First race, one
region north of the Pajaritan Plateau mile. King Elk, 113 (Hill) 10 to 1,
whence came the cliff dwellers who at first. Patiuche, 105 (Gross) 11 to 20,
one time occupied that charmed re second. Roseworth 108 (Frasch) 8 to
gion between the Santa Clara and the 1, third. Time 1:40. Miss Miller,
Rito de los Frijoles.
Eva Padwick,
Lady Willie, Irish
Beauty, Portarlington, ran.
Roosevelt touched the mainspring,
the keynote of our trials and tribula REPUBLICANS GET TOGETHER.
tions in government, in business and
in home life, when in concluding his
(Continued rrom Page One.)
notable address today, he declared
that although a good constitution, tween them and the Democratic
good laws and good officials are nec leaders.
essary, yet the prime requisite "must
Rank Case of Upward Revision.
always be, the possession by the aver
Washington, D. C, Feb. 21. The
age citizen of the right kind of charopposed the measure on
acter. Our aim must be the moraliza- insurgents
the ground that it was revision uption of the individual, of the people ward
instead of downward.
as a whole.". And that is where pub
"This bill has no support from the
the
are
the wonder
licity and
press
independent voters in the House, beworkers.
cause it is a rank case of upward reThe address of
Roose vision," said Representative Murdock
velt today to the constitutional con- of Kansas.
"It would take scores of articles
vention at Columbus, Ohio, is worthy
of serious thought and study. It dem from the free list and out duties on
onstrates that the
the them. It is indefensible."
Representative Theron Akin of New
greatest living Republican, is not
standing still but is moving onward York, who was elected to Congress as
rnd the party can do no better than an Independent Republican voted for
follow him to his advanced position, the measure, as also did Mr. Hanna
a position which is also occupied in of North Dakota, a regular Republigreater part by President Taft. With can. Representative Berger of WisTaft nominated on an advanced plat- consin, Socialist, voted against it. All
'
form, the Republican
party would Dexocratic members vota for the
bill. ,..
again sweep the country this fall.

;Night. Regular Meals 25c.

GRIFFITH
Dress Shoes

5

-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Bogota, Colombia, Feb. 21. The ac-- j
tion of General Pedro Nel Oshina,
Colombian minister to the United
States, in notifying the state department at Washington that the visit to
Colombia of Secretary of State Knox
would be inopportune because Colombia's claims in connection with Pana-- '
ma had not yet been arbitrated has
rot become generally known here.
The Colombian government has the

FIRST

Coronado Restaurant

forty-eigh-

There are some difficulties, practic
in the way of women
casting their ballots at the school
elections in April. No registration of
women voters has been provided, for
one thing. In cities, where an entire
municipal ticket is to be elected, no
separate school ballots have been pro
vided for the female voters. The
granting of suffrage to the women of
the territory in school elections seems
to be one of those dormant clauses,
like the county salary clause, that it
will take legislative enactment to put
into force. If the legislature fails to
act, a novel situation will ensue that
it will take some statesmanship to

at Washington.

cr-ur-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cape Haitien, Haiti, Feb. 21. The
San Domingan revolution is extending
daily, especially near the frontier
where communication
between
and Monte Cristi is suspended
totally.
A San Domingan coast defense vessel left here today for Liberie carry
ing the mail for Adabajon, which was
leached over Haitien territory. The
mail was landed and sent on but soon
was brought back and returned on
board the warship.

New-Yor-

al difficulties,

Prices are steady to 10 lower on all
kinds today, except calves, which are
a quarter lower, tops $7.25. Best
steers brought $8 today, and it Is not
believed that the eight dollar mark
will disappear from the price list for
some months ahead. Bulk of steers
bring $6.25, bulls $3.75 to $5.25. Only
12 cars of quarantine cattle came in
today, small receipts for Monday, and
the market on them is steady, sales
at $5.50 to $6.05 for steers. The top
steers brought the same money today
as their mates, from the same feed
lot, brought a week ago today. Colorado steers from the Arkansas valley
have sold at $6.50 to $7.25 invthe last
week. Stock steers are being shipped
from Chicago to Kansas' City every
week now, because of the better out"
let for them here, nearer the grass
Twenty-fiv- e
cars of them
country.
are here today, at $4.50 to $5.50. Best
native stockers bring $6 and feeders

21, 1912.
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WEDISDAY, FEBRUARY

Good Food

j

15--

15-1-

Good Food, Good Cooking

15--

MEANS MORE.

Lawrence Waterbury of New York
defeated C. B. Pike of Chicago in the
first of the afternoon matches, the
scores being 15-- 15--

Good Food, Good Cooking, Good Service

17-1-

CAPITAL

PRICES ON KANSAS CITY
MARKET STRENGTHENED.
Sheep and Lambs Made Slight Gains !S..- - $4 Shoe
Equals
at the End of Last Week Ship3ther $5 Shoe Made Any
ments a Month Ahead.

DINING

MEANS A GREAT DEAL.
126 Montezuma Ave;
ROOM,

Under the McCLain Management.
IVKItr PAIH HAS

THI

S'A
(Griffith's u!fmJ!n

Kansas City Stock Yards, Feb. 21. WE 'VAKRAKT THEM
After Tuesday of last week,
on FINE and HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from
which day cattle sold a little lower,!
prices strengthened, and the close ofj
the week was a. little higher on ev-erything in the killing line except
bulls and calves. Bulls dropped down
25 to 50 cents and veals quit a quarter Boys' Shoes from $1.50 up.
lower. Stock and feeding cattle lost
Call and see my line before!
some of their edge early in the week,
'
and closed 15 to 25 lower for the
making your purchase.
week, as the situation is burdened by
the adverse influence of too many
cattle at Chicago, the run here being
204 West Palace Avenue.
of moderate proportions, 10,000 head.
y

$2.50 up.

j

j

V

"Its at easy
to

B. TONNIES,

Are You Tired?
Of

the old furniture,

orTts color? Make it
look like new, finish

it with

SUNSHINE

light as

a gasjet."

n

(

The
Famous

Angle Lamp

Never smokes or smells v .v.th-e- r
burned at full heig..; or
turned low like eas. It is not
merely an ordinary lamp im.
11 is an
new
tnuvcu.
.
method of oil lisrhtine--entirely
For sim.
rjlicity and convenience of otieration
it is the closest rival of
or electric-and artistic
ity. For splendid reading tl--light
creneral illumination
it is . sunprinr of
either. The anirle at which the flame trams
throws the best liefht from its most brilliant
surface airectly downward. The effect of the
light is doubled, producing a reading light with
which no other system can even compare.
Yet the'Artele Lamp is the most economical of all
less to burn than even the
lighting methods.' Costs
nrriinarv lamn fullv V. less.
But call and see it or write us for full description
booklet.

r

;

interior work
where any varnish stain is
Used for all

wanted.

Put up in all colors, in
one gallon cans.

Santa Fe Hardware

;

San Francisoo St. Over Kaune's

;

Brightens woodwork, furniture, beds, floors, tables
? t
and shelving
one-ha- lf

234

SOLD BY

C. L. GRANT,

pint to

& Supply Co

Full Supply of Edison Phonographs & Records
CALL AND HEAR THEM.
Let Him Know t It you are out of
a position, you must let tbe employer
know It. a want advertisement In the
New Mexican will reach every fcoei- neai and professional man In tie city
and county and a great many in the
territory. If yon have any special tal- -

Have you Furnlnhernoomt to

Re-it- T

little campaign Want advertising
Ik the New Mexican will keep the income from your furnished rooms from
lapsing. The classified columns ar
always looked up closely and It will
jay you wall to use them.
A

.

a
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UNITED TATES BANK

TRUST CO.
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PERSONAL MENTION

tomorrow.
man
C. S. Quickel, the motor car
of Albuquerque, arrived in the city
last evening accompanied by F.
H. S. dalles and L. X. Galles in
the Quickel motor car. They are
guests at the Montezuma.
Harry A. Mann of Humboldt, Neb.,
a brother of Judge Edward A. Mann,
is in the city for a visit and to look
over affairs in New Mexico with a
view to locating in the southwest per
manently.
Albuquerque Herald.
Dr. Frank H. 11. Roberts, president
of the Normal I'niversity, left this
afternoon on train No. 7 for Clovis.
Dr. Roberts will attend the meeting
of the Pecos Valley Teachers' Associa
tion there and will address the gather
ing on Thursday and Friday. From
Clovis Dr. Roberts will leave for !t
Louis to attend a meeting of the
presidents of the Normal Schools of
the country. At thi3 meeting, in addi
ion to the normal school presidents
:he council of education of the superintendents' section and the college
section of the professors of pedagogy
of the American Educational Associa
tion will be present. Las Vegas Op
tic.
Mrs. H. C. Viles. who has been visiting her sister, Miss Pirkey, for the
past month, lefl for Santa Fe yesterday. Albuquerque Journal.

Kf5-

M.

MRS. UNDiiART

"UNAVAILABLE."
(From Judge.)
They say that life is shortened by
Remorse, regret and such;
Then heaven help these editors
AVho must "regret" so much!

Business

Doe a General Banking

Your Patronage Solicited

Attorney O. A. I.arrazolo of Las
Vegas, is in the capital.
Former Mounted Policeman Apolo-niA, Sena is a visitor in the Capital.
Former Adjutant General A P.
of Raton is in the capital again
after a brief absence.
Robert J. Taupert, the jeweler of
Las Vegas, left the city last, evening
for his home.
O. N. Marion,
treasurer of New
Mexico, returned to the city last evening from Albun lerque.
Congressman Curry writes he will
w be in Santa Fe for the
Republican
state convention on March S.
A
F. W. Drake, superintendent
of the
Jj Santa Barbara Pole and Tie Company
jl left the city last evening for his head-fjj- i
quarters in Hodges,
ft! F. R. Frankenburger, the merchant
1 and postmaster of Espanola, arrived
$ in Santa Fe last evening and resists tered at the Palace.
Among the Las Vegans in the Capi-jta- l
j
today are: Attorney George H.
Hunker, G. H. Kinkel, J.. F. Anton
land D. L. Bachelor.
R. C. Rankin, assistant traveling
auditor and bank examiner, left the
city 'ast night for a short visit with
his family in Las Vegas.
Former State Treasurer Samuel
the merchant of Chamita, and
Mrs. Eldodt, arrived in the city last
evening and are stopping at the Pal-- j
ace.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, leading
of
Democrat and
the
New Mexico Central railroad, left the
city last evening for his home in Al-- j
buquerque.
a Some ot the Duke City visitors reg-'J- r
istered at local hotels today are: At
torney W. F. A. Gierke, Dr. W. C.
jOestreich, R. E. Putney, R. L. Dodson
and A. L. Taylor.
Jc
Cleofes Romero came in last night
Wlfrom Santa Fe, having completed the
work of turning the penitentiary over
to his successor, J. R. McManus, of
Las Vegas Optic.
Albuquerque.
The Rev. Father Bessett, pastor of
the Guadalupe Church of this city de36
parted yesterday for his old home in
France. A message calls him to the
bedside of his father who is reported
very ill.
Jose D. Sena, clerk of the supreme
court, and Mrs. Sena, left the city
yesterday for Albuquerque where they
will celebrate their twentieth wed- ding anniversary. They will return
o

LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN

'

STEPHENS. Cashier,
Asst. Cashier
;!
H. F.

EsJlished I856.

1903.

Incorporated

Tark-iiigto-

SfRlCTLY NEW

'

IRAPERY GOODS
-- IN-

j

PLAIN OR FANCY
COLORED BURLAPS.

t,

Rugs,

'

Carpets,
Art Squares.
Couch Covers

Portiers

SELIGIN
O. Box, 219.

:

ON

BRO S.

'

:

Phone

:

:

j

Linoleums.

s--

P.

'

;

-

UENA VISTA LOMA

Manicuring,

ADDITION

Chiropody,

See us

at

O.C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

SURETY

BONDS,

REAL

O.

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Phone, Red 189.

Massaging,

Vacuum Treatment.

Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
facial tinea, absolutely removed. All
kinds of hair work done.
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
343 San Francisco St.
Phone 5075

NOW OPEN.
SPECIAL PRICE to any one desiring to build.
once and GET FIRST CHOICE.

OUTLOOK

ft

8

KAUNE

GQ.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Visit of Viscount Haldane to Berlin,
Germany, Has Had Good Effect at Berlin.
(By Special Lea si

ANNOUNCEMENT
HAVE just received our Spring Style Book
WE taining
all the Latest and
Fabrics
con-

The Supreme Luxury
of Coffee Drinking

te

for LADIES' AND MISSES' DRESSES, SUITS AND
COATS. The cost of a garment built to your measure
of Fabrics and Style selected by you (isn't any mere
in comparison than the cost of garments ready made.
You can save 25 per cent, by having your suit made to
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT
:: :: :: ::

JULIUS H. GERDES.

v- -

RELIABLE!

YOU

BLE
so in

ALWAYS WANT RELIAMERCHANDISE, but more

the Jewelry Line than any
Everything we

other line, for you do not buy every 'day.
sell you MUST BE reliable.
(

SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, DECORATED

1

Rejiable Jeweler

CHINA.' WATCHES, CLOCKS

H; C. YONTZ,

San Fraaciso

"CHASE &
SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
PURE

HIGHGRADE
COFFEE"
Is the most luxurious coffee

you ever put to your lips.
It is blended from the world's
choicest coffees, and its exquisite flavor never varies.

Street

ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF

Chase

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

H.

&

Sanborn's Teas.

S. KAUNE

& GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

NO PROFIT ON THE

Wiiv to Xcw .Mixieanl

Berlin, October, Feb. 21. A highly
optimistic account of the recent visit
of Viscount Haldane, British Secretary for War to Berlin, and of the
negotiations, is given
today by the Lokal Anzeiger in an article, which there is every reason to
believe is authorative. The result of
the "conversations" between Viscount
Haldane and the German ministers is
declared to have been more favorable
than either side dared hope, and the
world has for a long time had no such
reason for looking forward to a peaceful future.
The credit of putting an
end to the diplomatic tensions is
personally to King George,
who, realizing that, the atmosphere
was capable of being cleared up by a
frank discussion of the two powers,
took steps toward this end by his departure from India.
He found the subject ripe for discussion on his return
England, and
Viscount Haldane started for Berlin
after receiving an intimation that his
visit would be acceptable.
The aim of the present negotiations
appear to be the drafting of a sort of
protocol giving the views of both parties on great questions of world pol- itics which will serve as a guide in
their future relations.
This will contain mutual assurances
as to the peaceful and friendly mo
tives of each nation and will clarify
the wishes and plans of both parties
so that conflicts between their re
spective interests will be rendered
avoidable in the future by timely dis
cussion.
Neither the African, th Colonial
nor the disarmament, question figures
prominently in the negotiations which
still are going oh.
The Colonial question already was
regulated in 1S09, the question of the
future armaments of the two countries largely will depend on the effect
the
understanding has
on the general peace of the world.
Anglo-Germa-

j

Anglo-Germa-

COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

WORLD
PEACE IS EXCELLENT.
FOR

'j-- !

ART DENIMS, SCRIMS,

i

n

Milliner
1

E
You

25 Palace Avenue

over." Amonjrlhe "Gent
ler "sex of us you see the new
satins and silks; new gowns
and jealous frowns; new hats
and new rat- s- but what's the
use, you know the idea -n- ew
finery and feathers wherever

BANQUET CLOSES SCOTTISH
RITE MASONIC REUNION.
Covers Laid for Eighty in Assembly
Room at Public Library of Worn- an's Board of Trade.

mankind gathers

The three days festivities and
work from the fourth to the
degrees inclusive, of the
various Scottish Rite Masonic bodies
o'' the Orient of New Mexico having
their headquarters at Sama Fe, concluded today vvith a banquet served by
the Woman's Board of Trade at the
Assembly Room of the Public Library,
Covers were laid for eighty and the
feast proved utmost delectable one.!
Jinny toasts were responded to and
'. was almost
three o'clock when the
diners rose to go to the Capitol to
listen to the address of William Jen-nings Bryan. While the class was not
a very large one this time, yet, the
reunion proved to be very enjoyable
and successful.
Former Secretary of State Nathan
Jaffa was the toastmaster. Eloquent
speeches were made by Rev. .1. 1). Da- vis of
the orator of the First
btp.tehood Class, A. A. Jones, the
president of the class, Supreme Court
Judge R. H .Hanna, J. W. Mayes.
Charles A. Wheelon, George II. Kinkel of Las Vegas and others. Those
who participated praised highly the
service and viands "f the affair which
was served by the Woman's Board
of Trade.
e

thirty-se-

cond

1

j

j
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Pattern
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This week's display of new
PIECE
NOVELTY
NEW
(iOOI)S are the best the
market affords. The Critical
buyer that is making ready for

Sprit!- - Ladies' Home Journal

Patterns

the Easter Day will be more
the
with
display of our store this week.
than "delighted"

will h old your breath when you see the new goods all
in Easter array. We cannot afford to misrepresent, but we
have no hesitancy in saying you never saw a more beautiful
You

"
display in this city. Our motto, Honest Prices," are marked
in every piece. We KNOW, piece for piece, anol new goods
for new goods, you cannot beat the price.
Flaxons, Fancy Whites and in Colors,
Silk Mulls in a Beautiful Assortment of Colors,

...

35c. to 50c. Per Yard

50c
15c
Batistes, Beautiful New Designs
50c.
Silk Marquisettes, Latest Shades,
20c
Foulards in Silk Finish, Many New Shades
60c
Kimona Silks, Full Yard Wide
$1.25
Silk Messalines, Finished Both Sides,
75c.
Princess Corded Silks,
,
30c.
Katona Silks, New Materials and Colors
30c.
Charmion Silks, Jast What You Have Been Expecting, . .
15c. to 25c
New Shades and Colors in Ginghams
15c.
Percales in All the New Colors
15c. lo 60c.
Linens in All the Staple Grades and Colors, . . .

k

W. N. TOWNSEND

"

"

CO.

FOR HONEST PRICES

For Ladies' Home Journal Patterns.

MSSING PAPERS

IN
RAY INQUIRY FOUND.

and
They Had Been in Philippines
Were Brought to Washington on
Special Orders.
(By Special loused Wire to New Mralcnnl
AVashington, D. C, Feh. 21. The
n.iSKtng papers in the inquiry
being
conducted into charges of political
activity against Major B. B. Ray of
the army pay department by the
House committee on War Department
expenditures, were sent to the com
mittee today by Secretary of War
Stimson.
They were discovered in the War
Department, he said, among personal
papers of General Bell, former chief
of staff and refer to conditions under
which Major Ray was granted his
many leaves of absence.
The papers originally were on file In
the Philippines but were transferred
of
to Washington on cabled order
General Bell and since then have been
in the keeping of one of the department bureaus.
As soon as the committee has had opportunity to examine the documents, the hearings in
the Ray case will be resumed.

n

SIXTY-FIV-

Dogs

ANOTHER BARGAIN
Two good lots with nine rooms and bath, frsme
house. Small cottage of three rooms in rear of
main dwelling. AH in the best of repair. Situate
about three blocks from State Capitol building. We
will quote SNAP CASH RRICE upon application to

JOSEPH

for Honors With

Temperature Running
20 Degrees

Down to

,'By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
BILKED OUT OF
Nome, Alaska, Feb. 21. The annual
65
$77,000 000 LAST YEAR. Solomon Derby for dog teams
leiles from Xome to the Solomon river
Bill to Place Mail Order Investment and return over the snow trail, will be
run tomorrow under excellent condiCompanies Under Departmental
tions and with a large list of entries.
Supervision.
The temperature today is 20 degrees
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) below zero. The race Is lor a purse
Washington, D. C, Feb. 21. A bill of $10,000.
that would put mail order investment
companies under the supervision of PRESIDENTIAL TERM TO
the commissioner of corporations of
BE SIX YEARS.
the department of commerce and labor, was introduced today by Repre- That Is Purpose of Bill Introduced Toof Minnesota.
sentative Steenerson
day by Representative
It would require submission of plans,
Ray Curley.
assets and liability to the government before beginning operations.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
"It has been reported that swindWashington, D. C, Feb. 21. Anling promoters who were put out of other bill to limit the service of Presibusiness last year obtained $77,000,000 dent and Vice President to one term
through advertisements circulated in of six years was introduced today,
the mails," said Mr. Steenerson.
this time by Representative Curley of
Massachusetts.
MAYOR
SCHMITZ
SOCIALIST
PLACED ON TRIAL.
Wilson,, Supposed to Have
Been Bribed By Accused, is
First Witness.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 21.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Big Closing Out Sale
OF

LADIES' SUITS, CAPES and COATS

3 Days

For

Below.

PEOPLE

Supervisor

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

MILE RACE
OVER NOME SNOW TRAIL.
Will Compete

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

B.

j

ADOLF

White

Onlv

- Prices

uELIGIH

Enamel

OR!

Bed

A

Slaughtered
GOODS

Room

GO.

Furniture

Had one in the window and'sold it within
three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this " New Idea " Furniture. You
will like it.

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
THE SWELLEST FURNITURE

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

YOU

CAN

BUY.

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

NEW GOODS
SPRING MILLINERY

Former Mayor Eugene Schmitz was HATS, FLOWERS, CHIFFONS,
MALINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.
placed on trial today before Judge
William sr. Lawier, wnn ADranam
Rnef, former political boss of
city, present in court to testify against

Former Supervisor Andrew P.

WH,

whom the former mayor is ac-- .
cused of having bribed in connection
with a gas franchise, was the princi-,mlJj
pal witness today.

LAMP-I- TS

)
have Crochet Threads. .Slin.
per Cotton. Embroidery Silk, and
assortment
Stampe(,
Goods for French and Eyelet
broidery, etc.
VlfCC rtA M I I fl I FD

Em-so- n,

"HJUULIVf

JAMES
.

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
::::

Phone. Black204.

415 Palace Avenue.

Southeast of Plaza.

CO

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

?
Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light
Our display rooms are
and
are using it. It saves on your light
pay tor, by having it right where
you

FIVE''

DAY!
iNTIIISREJLVlNATING
both
"done
sexes
see
you

ST

3 Q

SAVB3 TUB EYES.
bill
can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right.

open for your

Get away from
inspection, and we have the finest line of Peading and Student Lamps that
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE WAITER & LIGHT1 COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.
mtmumtmaimm

PAGE
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suffering many women endure
A man cannot understand the torture
with
uncomplainingly. If the majority of men suffered as much pain and endured
ask for
patience the weakening sicknesses that most women do, they would
immediate sympathy and look for a quick cure.
Many women have been saved from a life of misery and suffering by turning
to the right remedy Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription a remedy which is safe
to take because containing no narcotics, alcohol or injurious ingredients. It is an
alterative extract of roots, made with pure glycerin, and first given to the publio
of the
by that famous specialist in the diseases of women Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute of Buffalo, N. Y.
Mus. Lizzie M. Hessite uter, of Lincoln, Nob., 529 "C " St.,
avs- - "I send a testimonial with much pleasure so that soma
sum-rinwoman may know the true worth of your remedies.
I was a Broat sufferer from female troubles hut after taking
one bottle of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, whichlm- afriend advised me to take, I found myself very much
After taking tliree more ooiues, ana using ."
iroved.
myself on the
joxes of Dr. Pierce"s Lotion Tablets, I found nve
years out
road to recovery. I was in poor neaitn lor
now I am cured.
"I hope nil women suffering from female weakness will
give Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription a fair trial.

Company,

GENERAL OFFICES
(Read Down)

WOMEN TAKE NOTICE!
and

4

ut. Louis Rocky Mt.

WEDNESDAY,

SI".

AS

fex Send for

theKC

PENNSYLVANIA

COOK'S

BOOK.

It Is Also Spreading Rapidly
in Oklahoma, Arizona and
Other States

IMS 10

Its FREE.
i

Every Housewife Should Have
a Copy

By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking Sciool Magazine '

WHITES

21, 1912.

CURDS.

PROFESSIONAL

TRACHOMA

AMONG

FEBRUARY

AT LAW.

ATTORNEYS

EDWARD P. DAVIES,

Attorney and Counselor

it

Law.
Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
17-1- 8

Assistant District Attorney, First
Judicial District.

....

PAUL A. F. WALTcf.
Attorney-at-Lir-

New Mexico
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ways how to lighten the good the territory.
suffering from trachoma, an insidious
New Mexico,
housewife's burdens and solving Litis cruces,
tConnects at Colfax with E. P. & S W. Ry. train both North and South.
and probably contagious eye disease.
problems successfully.
The government expert believes that bake-daStage lor Van Homen, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
It really must be seen to be apJDaily except Sunday.
its extermination presents a serious
G. W. PRICHARD
'Daily except Saturday.
(From New Mexican of February 21, 1887.)
illusto
solve.
are
for
the
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
for
the
nation
and Counsellor a. Law
recipes
problem
preciated,
beAttorney
Over 2."0 spectators, including the the P'aza give it the appearance of
scept Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, ?o.50 round trip; fifty pound bag"At a recent investigation of the trated in natural colors.
Those
Practice in all the District Court
In:n May.
officials
and
ing
society
jmany
leading
.
gage carried free.
says who have seen it, immediately say: and gives special attention to cases
iftfUj ;
Tiie Princess of Trebizonde and the public schools in Oklahoma,"
C & S. train leaves De Moines, X. M, for the south at 11:11 p!"ra. ar- dies, witnessed the prize fight between Chirnes
"I was told by the "It's the best Cook Book I've ever before the Territorial Supreme Court
Doctor
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will
be
at
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Cuff
at
opera
and
given
Normandy
Mottley's
rives from the south at 4:38 a. ra.
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa 'e N. M.
and you will too.
After the second round, La- the Mottley opera house this week by Commissioner of Public Health that seen"
house.
L. C. WHITE
M.
Hodman
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Sugar-coate-
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Quarter of

a

Century Ago.
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J.

F.

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. G. M.,

Superintendent.
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EIGHTH REUNION

SCOTTISHFE. RITE,
SANTA

FOR THE ABOVE OCCASION

The Denver

Grande R. R.

& Rio

will protect rate of one fare for the round trip
from stations on its line in Southern
Colorado and New Mexico.
DATES OF SALE.
From stations, Alamosa, Colo., to Espanola, N. M.,
February 18 and 19; from stations west of Antonito
to Durango, Colo., February 17 and 18; from Farm-ig ton Branch Points, February 16 and 17.

n

Return Limit, February 24th.
New Mexico Military
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The Wst Point

of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department ai "Distinguished Institution." Armj officers detailed by Wai
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3Vutl
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
colleges. Ten buildings, throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Id all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
Superintendent

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer,
ing His Business to New Mexico.

Remov-

I am arranging to change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to bl Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
I would like to
1912, being my first consignment.
correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself , please tell your neighbors.

W. DeCLOW.

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
I have
can ship
recently secured a special ra te by express by which
can bhip jacks from Cedar RapJacks at lower rates than ever befo re.
ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoeniaf Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at c orresponding rates.
I

I

SUMMER

13

Altaian
No,

I 05a,

NOW

$c

a

FOR SPRING AND

READY

AND

WILL

BE

MAILED ON REQUEST.
ORDERS FOR WOMEN'S AND MISSES' TAILOR-MADSUITS AND GOWNS GIVEN ESPECIAL ATTENTION.
E

PLEASE MENTION CATALOGUE No. 105a.

Mil; Armmp, 34tij

mth

w

,-

sec-lion-

J.

W. L. DeCLOW,

CATALOGUE

the Bijou opera company.
J. B. Orman of Pueblo, who has
1X00 men at work on the Colorado
Midland, is a visitor in Santa Fe.
Editorial.
"The United States Senate has
passed the bill creating the fourth
judicial district in New Mexico. President Cleveland will doubtlessly sign
it."
"The governor has approved
the
new jury law. It contains some bene
ficial provisions and is an improve
ment upon tne old statute. It prevents any officer of the court from
having anything to do with the selec
tion of jurors. The judge appoints
four commissioners and they and the
judge select the jurors. Not more
than two of these commissioners can
belong to the same political party.
The law contains some stringent pro
visions and will do something toward
purifying our jury system."
"The council hill giving the boards
of commissioners of different counties
the power to fill vacancies in county1
offices should at once be taken up and
commissioners
pass; the
county
are the proper officers to do this."
Unless the Perea revenue and ap
propriation bill is passed, territorial
warrants are bound to go down to
fifty cents on the dollar and the territorial floating debt will amount to
$1n0,000 by the next session w ith noth
ing to show for it."
"The council bill vetoed by Governor Ross providing that persons shall
not. draw pay for two territorial offices has been passed over the governor's veto by the council and should be
passed speedily over the governor's
veto by the House. It is a just and
fair measure."

Hotel Arrivals.

Institute

1L

trachoma existed in the majority of
You can secure a copy of this valuable
those institutions. In one school I
C. W. O. WARD
book
free by attaching the
know there are many almost blind coloredabsolutely
Territorial District Attorn y
certificate packed in
from trachoma, including children. Of cans of KC Baking Powder to this adFor San Miguel and Mora Counties
course this condition exists to almost
New Msxica
vertisement, sendingbothtothe Jaquks Las Vegas,
the same extent in Arkansas, and you Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111. Write your
37
of name and address plainly.
will also find it in some parts
HARRY D. MOULTON
Missouri, Kansas, Texas and Arizona.
should crushing process, in which the gra
I sincerely believe Oklahoma
Attnpnav-at-Lareceive attention before tne disease nules are crushed with roller forceps
of
form
some
other
or
with
forceps.
advances too far."
During the last two years in- cases
This disease, which is prevalent in
considered
heretofore
hopeless the
Santa Te, N. M.
a number of states, spreads quickly,
has
been restored. Tnis
Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
and over 50 per cent of the impaired sight has
due to a new operation which Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
vision in this country is attributed to been
i3 very radical in its character. The
on
it.
Doctor White is an authority
Inner surface of the eyelid is removed
Chas. R. Easlcy
Easley.
trachoma, has operated on GO.OOO ca- and the covering of the eyeball is Chaa. F. EASLEY
& EASLRY.
it
of
more
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and
ses,
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stretched and sutured, or sewed to
Attorneys at Law.
than any living specialist in the UnitFalls.
this raw surface. Then one of the
Practice in ih courts and befors
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to
were burned
Three children
of the eyebal' is stretched Land Department
Indian School here for the past two coverings
death at Detroit in a fire caused by a
and sewed to the raw surface where
Land grants and titles examined.
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weeks, examining
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bottle of benzine exploding.
been removed.
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it
Santa
Fe, N. M., branch Office Estaa-cia- ,
students. He declares that although
The Santa Fe businessmen returned
N. M.
Doctor
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operation,
Speaking
from 50 to 80 per cent of the Indians
and
from an excursion to Denver,
believes that it is here to stay.
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suffering
President E. L. Bartlett of the
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
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"It is absolutely impossible to make dissecting,
growth not only for Santa Fe but all
New Mexico.
Taos,
a diagnosis of trachoma without which grows over the eyeball.
of New Mexico, especially if stateof
belief
is
the
"It
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people,
Colhood should be granted soon.
turning back the eyelids, for the pa- even
H. L. ORTIZ.
doctors, that the vision is not
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Doctor
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ex- Santa Fe
Sometimes one of the first symptoms make this statement on a small
bring capital, new industries and
a vast experience.
make Santa Fe a city of 25,000 people
is found while the patient is reading perience, but from
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
by the year 1900.
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Phone Red 162.
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WILLIAMS,
dow could not be revived for fifteen
G. P. Agent
minutes and a physician was hurriedly called who at first declared the
man was dead. Another match for
$300 a side for two other pugilists was
immediately arranged to take place
ten days hence.
The New Mexican is indignant over
a report sent out that the Jicarilla
Apaches at Amargo are in rebellion.
Two troops of cavalry were sent from
Fort Lewis to quell the uprising,
which the New Mexican declares is
nothing but a wicked fabrication to
keep new settlers out of New Mexico.
A long and sanguinary war between
Italians and Arabs is predicted.
John Stever, aged 70 years, commit
ted suicide by jumping into Niagara
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"Bromo Quinine"
Thai Is
Laxative Bromo Quinine
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SUCCESS
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Santa Fe women know row the
aches and pains that come when the
kidneys fail make life a hurden. Backache, hip pains,
headaches,
dizzy
spells, distressing urinary troubles, all
tell of sick kidneys and warn you of
the stealthy approach of dropsy or
Brigth's disease. Doan's Kidney Pills
are for the kidneys only. They attack kidney diseases by striking at
the cause.
Here's proof of it in a
Santa Fe woman's words:
Mrs. Desederia J. do Qulntana. College St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
"Several years ago I used Doan's Kidney Pills and I was cured of a bad
At that
attack of kidney complaint.
time a statement appeared in the local papers, telling of my experience
and I now take pleasure in confirming all that was theu said In theit
I had pains In my back that
praise.
made it difficult for me to stoop and
there were other troubles which plainly showed that my kidneys were at
fault.
Soon after I began
taking
Doan's Kidney Pills,
improvement
was noticeable and the contents of
two boxes, not only restored my kidneys to their normal condition but
also removed the pain from my back.
I am glad to say that during the time
that has since passed, my cure has
been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

We proved to the people
of Santa Fe that we
do what we promise.

Spring and Summer
Materials

now in. See the dis-

play and make your
selection.

ACHES.

Woman Finds All Her Energy and
Ambition Slipping Away.

A

ft GREAT

HER BACK

Let us

make you a swell
suit that cannot be
equalled in the city
and for

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's

and

Bulls in Grain Pit at Chicago Are
Helped by Bad Weather Over
the Middle West.
Special Leased Wire to New Xlexienn)
Chicago, 111., Feb. 21 With five
million bushels ni corn on the track
here, snow today proved a help to the
bulls in the grain pits.
Corn and Wheat.
May corn opened the same as last
to 67
higher at (17
night to
and rose to 67
The close was
for May, a gain
steady at 67
ot
net. In the wheat crowd,
there was a disposition to regard the
benefit of the snow in the
fields as having been discounted by
yesterdays decline. May started at
9ft
to 99
a loss of a shade to
and then ascended to 100
The close was steady with May
T--

c

4

2

fall-sow- n

2

c

net higher at 100100

Oats.
Control of oats depended on corn.
May opened
higher at 52
and advanced to 52
Provisions.
Packers buying made hog products
firm. Initial sales were a shade to
10c up, with May delivery 15.47
to
15.50 for pork; 8.95 to 8.97
for
lard, and 8.55 to 8.57
lor ribs.
l--

OFFER
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2

2

Bring us the sample

of any $35 or $40
suit and we will duplicate it for $25.
No fake. You do
not run any chance
in the fit. We guarantee that.
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SPOKANE ASKS FOR
RETURN OF $2,000,000.
Overcharges By Railroads for Freight
Amount to Tidy Sum According
to Shippers.

bench and, if necessary, take off the
bench the wrong tyi of judge. The1
question of applying the recall in any
is one of expediency
siiOjM:!
merely.
Kach community has a right to try
artificially raise prices. But in so far and r sponsible
position. The pro- iho experiment for itself in whatever
as its workings are uncertain, or as fessional politician anil t he profession- shape it pleases.
Constitution-makerthe
i. threatens corporations which have al lobbyist thrive' most lankly under
"! do not believe in adopting the repeople.
conduct, a s..'s!(in which provides a multitude call save as a last resort, when it has
Roosevelt Out should make it clear lieyonu shadow r.ot. been guilty f
o; doubt that the people in their le- it does harm. Moreover, it cannot of elective officers, of such divided become clearly evident that no other
lines Ideas of Progressgislative capacity hove the power to by itself accomplish more than a tril- responsibility and of such obscurity cuirse will achieve the desired result.
enact into law any measure
ive Legislation
they ling part of the governmental regula- that, the public knows, and con know, But. ei'her 'he recall will have to be
deem necessary for the betterment of tion of big business which is needed. but little as to their duties and the adopted or else it will have to be
social and industrial conditions.
The nation and the states must co- way tiioy perform tin m.
made much easier than it now is
ADDRESS TODAY AT COLUMBUS
"I hold that he is tin- - veal progres- operate in this matter.
"The people have nothing what- to get rid. not merely of a bad j ldge,
"Among the states that have en- ever to fear from giving any public but of a judge w ho. however virtuous,
sive, that he is the gen line champion of the people, who endeavors to tered this tield Wisconsin has taken servant, powet so long as they retain lias grown so out of touch with social
Constitution Makers of Buckeye shape the policy alike of the nation a leading place. Following Senator their own power to hold him account- needs anil facts that, tie is unfit, longer
and of the several states so as to en- LaFollette. a number of practical able for his use of the power they have to render good service on the bench.
State Are Given Advice on
courage legitimate and honest busi- workers and thinkers in Wisconsin delegated to him. You will get best It is nonsense to say that impeachJudiciary.
ness at the same time that he wars have turned that State into an expe- service where you elect, only a fe.v ment, meets the difficulty. In actual
against all crookedness and injustice rimental laboratory of wise govern- men, and where each man has his de- practice we have found that impeach-nieii- t
Wire to New Mexican) and unfairness and tyranny in the bu- mental action in aid of social anil finite duties and responsibilities, and
(By Special
does not. work, that unfit judges
Columbus, O., Feb. 21. "Big Busi siness world. This is the reason why industrial justice. They
inihave
is obliged to work in lie open,
so stay on the bench in spite pf it, and
ness," the fitness of the American peo 1 have for so many years insisted as tiated the kind of progressive govern- that the people know who he is anil indeed, because of the lad that imple tor
the recall of legards our national government, that ment which means not merely the what he is doing, and have the infor- peachment is the only remedy that
judges, and praise for the progres it is both futile ami mischievous to preservation of true 'lemocracy, hut mation that will enable them to hold can be used against them.
sive legislation in Wisconsin institut- endeavor to correct the evils of
re"A quicker, a more summary,
big the extension of the principle of true him to account for his steward-hip- .
ed by and furthered by Senator Rob- business
by an attempt to restore bu- - democracy into industrialism as well
is needed; some remedy at least
in providing
"I
for
believe
direct
medy
ert N. LaFollette when he was Gov- siness conditions as they were in the a:- into politics.
nominations by the x;opIe, including as summary and as drastic as that
ernor, were topics discussed by Theo- middle of the last century,
'Our demand is that big business therein direct preferential primaries embodied in the Massachusetts Condore Roosevelt in an address today
and telegraphs had rendered give the people a square deal ami for the election of aelega'es to the stitution. And whenever it be found
before the Ohio Constitutional Con
both that the ieople. give a square deal 10 National nominating conventions.
in actual practice that such remedy
I
larger business organizations
vention. Colonel Roosevelt chose as inevitable and desirable.
any man engaged in big business who believe in the election of I'nited Sta- - does not give the needed results, I
his subject, "A Charter of Demo
The effort to restore such conditions honestly endeavors to do what is tes Senators by direct vote.
believe w ould unhestitatingly adopt the recall.
cracy.'
and to trust for justice solely to such right and proper. On the other hand in the initiative and the referendum.
"But there is one kind of recall in
Of what he termed "Big Business," pioposea restoration, is as toolisn any
corporation, big or little, which which should be used not to destroy which I very earnestly Detieve, and
as
if
we should attempt
Colonel Roosevelt had this to say:
to has gained its position
but to the immediate adoption of which I
by unfair representative government,
t
The
law does good in so arm our trroops with the flintlocks methods and by interference with correct it w henever it becomes
mis-thurge. When a judge decides a Consti.
far as it. can be invoked against com- or' Washington's Continentals instead
tutional question, when he decides
of others, which has raised representative.
rights
binations which really are monopo- of with modern weapons of precision. prices or limited output in improper, "I believe that the initiative and w hat the people as a whole can or can
of
the kind that fashion and been guilty of demoralilies or which restrict production
or Flintlock legislation,
referendum should be used, not as not lio. the people should have the
till combinations,
which artificially raise prices. But seeks to prohibit
should substitutes for representative govern- - "ght to recall that decision if they
zing and corrupt
practices,
in so far as its workings are uncer- good or bad, is bound to fail, and the not only be broken up, but should be ment but as methods of
making such think it wrong. We should hold the
tain or as it threatens corporations effort, in so far as it accomplishes
made the business of some comiietent government really representative. Ac- - judiciary in all resect: but it is both
which have not been guilty for anti anything at all, merely means some of governmental body by constant super- tion
by the initiative or referendum absurd and degrading to make fetish
are not vision to see that it d,oes not come
social conduct it does harm. There the worst combinations
not to be the normal way of of a i;'dge or of any one else.
ought
should be a fixed governmental policy checked and that honest business is together again, save under strict coneminent lawyers believe,
".Many
legislation; but the power to take it
which shall clearly define and punish checked.
trol as to insure the community should be provided in the constitution and sometimes assert, that the Amer-swrong-doinand give in advance full
"What is needed is. first, the recog- against all danger of a repetition of
that if the representatives fail ican people are not fitted for popular
information to any man as to just nition that modern business conditions the bad conduct.
truly to represent the people on some government, and that it is necessary
matter of sufficient importance to to keep the judiciary "independent, of
rouse popular interest, then the peo-- i the majority or of all the people';
pie shall have in their hands the fa- that there must be no appeal to the
cilities to make good the failure.
people from the decision of a court.
"And
urge you not, to try to put in any case; end that therefore the
constitutional fetters on the. legisla- judges are tn be established as soture, as so many constitution-makervereign rulers over lie people.
"I take absolute issue w ith all those
have recently done. Such action on
I regard if.
your part would invite the courts to who hold such a position
render nugatory every legislative act as a complete negation of our whole
to better social conditions. Give the system of government;
and if it belegislature an entirely free hand and came the dominant position in this
then provide by the initiative and re- country, it would mean the absolute
ferendum that the people shall have upsetting of both the rights and the
the rule of the jieople. If the American
power to reverse or supplement
work of the legislature should it ever people are not fit for popular govem- become necessary.
ment, and if they should of right be
"As to the recall, I do not believe the servants and not the masters of
that, there is any great necessity for the men whom they themselves put
U. as
elective offi-- ; in office, then Lincoln's work was
regards short-tercers. There remains the question of wasted and the whole system of gov-threcall of judges.
jemment upon which this great demo"An independent and upright
republic rests is a failure. I
clary which fearlessly stands for the believe, on the contrary, with all my
right, even against popular clamor, heart, that the American people are
but which also understands and sym-- ' fit for complete
and
pathizes with popular needs, is a great that, in spite of all our failings and
asset of popular government. I be- shortcomings, we of this republic
lieve in the necessity for the court's have more nearly realized than any
interpretation of the law as law with- - other people on earth the ideal of
out the power to change the law or to justice attained through genuine
some other thing than law pular rule.
for it. But I agree with every great
"If the courts have the final say-sMarshall downwards, on all legislative acts, and if no
jurist, from
I say that every judge is bound peal can lie from them to the
people,
to consider two separate elements in then they are the irresponsible mast-lii- s
decision of a case, one the terms ers of the people. In other words,
of the law, and the other the condi- - those who take this position, hold
T
tions of actual life to which the law that, the people have enough intelli-i- s
to be applied. Only by taking both gence to frame and adopt a Constitu- ot these elements into account is it. tion. hut not enouen intellieence to
possible to apply the law as its spirit apply and interpret the Constitution
THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
and intent demand that it be applied. which they have themselves made
"Xow the power to interpret is the
"Moreover, never forget that the
is just as much the servant of; power to establish, and if the peo-th"The chief trouble with big business judge
what he can and just what he can- - have come to stay, in so far at least
Of pie are not to be allowed finally to
people as any other official.
not legally and properly do."
as these conditions mean that busi- - has arisen from the fact that big course
he
He
act
must
conscientiously.
interpret the fundamental law, ours
to
abide
refused
As to the fitness of the American ness must be done in larger units, business has so often
must not do anything wrong because is not popular government,
Colonel and then the
and resolute by the principle of the square deal; there is
people for
"A typical case was the decision
popular clamor for it, any more
'determination to introduce an ef- - the opposition which 1 personally have than under
Roosevelt said:
similar circumstances a rendered but a few months ago by the
in
has
business
from
cor-thencountered
believe fective method of regulating big
big
"Many eminent
lawyers
governor or a legislator or a public Court of Apiieals of my own State, the
the American people are not fit-- porations so as to help legitimate
every case arisen not because I did utilities
commissioner should do State of New York, declaring nncons-wronfor popular government and that siness as an incident to thoroughly not give a square deal but because
But in their turn the people titutional the workmen's compensa-mus- t
did.
ft is necessary to keep the judiciary and completely
the
follow their conscience,
and tion act. The judges admitted that
of the majority of the terests of the people as a whole,
"All business into which the element when they have definitely decided on other civilized
nations had abolished
people.' I take absolute Issue with
business men of monopoly in any way or degree en a given policy they must have public those wrongs and practices. But they
..Tne mWde.sil!ed
ah those who hold such a position." form an ealnt ot strength which is ters, and where it proves in practice servants who will
carry out that pol- took the ground that the Constitution
ui me recall oi juuges, ne saiu: of literally incalculab'e value to the impossible totally to eliminate this icy.
oi the United States, instead of being
"The question is one of expediency nation. The average business man' element of monopoly, should be care"Keep clearly in mind the distinc- an instrument to secure justice, had
has the of this type is, as a rule, a leading ci- fully supervised, regulated, and con- tion between
merely. Each community
the end and the means beea ingeniously devised absolutely
authority; to attain that end. Our aim is to
right to try the experiment for itself tizen of his community, foremost in trolled by governmental
get
prevent justice. They insisted that
exercised
in whatever shape it pleases. I do
the type of judge that I have descri- the Constitution had permanently
that tells for its better- and such control should bethan
junot believe in adopting the recall save everything
by
rather
administrative,
by
bed, to keep him on the bench as
ment, a man whom his neighbors look
a last resort when it has become up to and respect.
dicial officers. No effort should be long as
possible, and to keep off the
(Continued on Page Seven.)
mecourse
a
to
evident
no
other
that
made
big corporation
clearly
destroy
men of this
"Yet
many
nowadays
will achieve the desired result."
because it is big, merely because
to make neces- rely
Senator LaFollette was mentioned kind, when they come
it has shown itself a peculiarly effone
with
trade
agreements
sary
but once, as follows:
icient business instrument.
find themselves in danger
"The legislature should make it
"Following Senator LaFollette a another,
more clear exactly what methods are
number of practical workers and ot becoming unwitting transpressors
of the law, and are at a loss to know
thinkers in Wisconsin Eave timed
and then the judiciary will be
the law forbids and what it per- illegal,
in a better position to punish adequathat state into an experimental labo what
There
mits. This is all
wrong.
ratory of wise governmental action should be a fixed
tely and relentlessly those who insist
governmental policy. on defying the clear legislative detti niit nf snetnl nnit industrial lustwhich 6hM, cearly, defin,(;
ice. They have initiated that kind of a P11
crees. I do not believe any absolute
Here's the shoe you have been reading so much abont
wrong-doing- ,
and shall
and
punish
means
in the magazines the "Boy Scout" the shoe that has
which
is ju tified, but if
monopoly
progressive government
private
to
taken the country by storm. Never has a shoe created
not only the preservation of true give in advance full information
our great combinations are properly
so much excitement never has a shoe created such a
as to just what he can and
so that immoral practices
democracy but the extension of the any aian
supervised,
sudden tremendous demand as the great "Boy Scout"
what he cannot legally and pro- are
absolute monopoly will
principle of true democracy into in- just
prevented,
Shoe now in town and ready for your inspection.
dustrialism as well as into politics." perly do.
not come to pass, as the laws of com
"It is absurd and wicked to treat petition and efficiency are against it.
Colonel Roosevelt said in part:
as on an
"I hold it to be the duty of every the deliberate
"Shape your constitutional action so
"Boy Scouts" are the "classiest" shoes ever
madeforrough and tumble wear. They outwear
public servant, and of every man who exact par with the man eager to obey that the people will be able through
twoortnree pairsot ordinary snoes. juscme
in public or in private life holds a the law whose desire is to find out their legislative bodies, or, failing
ticket tor baseball, running, jumping or
aufrom
one
to
or
in
direct
of
procompetent governmental
popular vote,
that, by
leadership
thought
position
any outdoor sport. Jivery boy wao nas
seen them is crazy for a pair.
live
then
is
and
vide workmen's compensation acts, to
action, to endeavor honestly and fear- thority what the law
Colon
up to it. It is absurd to endeavor to regulate the hours of labor for childJO $ Little Boh'-S- iieim 10ltoto
lessly to guide his
Olive, Tan
Z 10 BiBo7i'lMeo,t-SitolO-3.- 00
t right decisions; but 1 emphatically regulate business in the interest of ren and for women, to provide for
and Black
!
their safety while at work, and to
dissent from the view that it is either the public by means of
wise or necessary to try to devise law suits without any accompani- - prevent overwork or work under unmethods which under the Constitution ment of administrative control and hygienic or unsafe conditions. See to
will automatically prevent the people regulation, and without any attempt it that no restrictions are placed upThe soles are made from Elk Sole yonr stockings and hurt your feet
from deciding for themselves what to discriminate between the honest on legislative powers that will prevent
Leather the toughest and best sole
"Boy Scouts" are the coolest and
most healthful shoes you could buy.
there is. Our secret process
leather
business
the enactment of laws under which
governmental action they deem just man who Uui succeeded in
wear
two
them
soles are put on so good you
from
makes
The
pf
tannage
and proper.
j because of icndering a service to the
your people can promote the general
to three times as long as common soles.
can't pull them loose no matter how
man
who
has
dishonest
DJDlic
comon
shoe
tne
And
the
best
and
the
could
welfare,
you
good.
they're
rough you are.
"It is impossible to invent ConsUtuJust tell your folks about them, boys.
get for your feet, too. They're made
"So much for the ends of governtional devices which will prevent the succeeded in business by cheating
especially for growing feet and feel They'll want you to have a pair.
I have, of. course, merely
ment
and
l!le
Public.
will
on.
fine
minute
from
them
the
The
effective
for
you
Maybe your pa will want a pair. too.
put
being
popular
Ask him to bring you in and look at
uppers are made from Elk Skin Leather
It is imperative to exercise over big sketched in outline what the ends
wrong without also preventing it from
as
as
are
and
soft
He'll be just as dethem himself.
gloves. There
shnilTH hA
'nw fnr the mnntiindrv
are no linings to rip apart, tear lighted as you are.
being effective for right.. The only business a control and supervision
which
achievthese ends are to be
safe course to follow in this great which is unnecessary as regards small by
"You get a Swastika"
American democracy is to provide for business. I do not believe in making ed; and here again remember I only
Good Luck Charm
moa
not
in
for
sketch
do
outline
and
itself
criminal,
and
withevervoairofBov
of
size
by
making the popular judgment really mere
a
Scout"
And
Shoes
Looks something
it's
you
in
buy.
out
detail
dandy.
the
to
work
does
ment
pretend
effective. But it is a false constitu- 1'he mere fact of size, however,
like the picture in the corner of this ad, only it is bright
and shiny, like a gold piece and it stays bright, too. Makes
tionalism, a false statesmanship, to unquestionably carry the potentiality methods of achieving your purposes.
fine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
"In the first place, I believe in the
that there
endeavor by the exercise of a per-- of such grave wrong-doin"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right away, if
verted ingenuity to seem to give the should be by law provision mad; for short ballot. You cannot get good
you don't you'll have to wait until we can send for more.
people full power and at the same the strict supervision and regulation service from the public servant if you
of these great industrial concerns cannot see him, and there is no more
time to trick them out of it.
business much aa effective way of hiding him than by
"Yet this is precisely what is done doing an inter-stat- e
in every case where the state per- - we now regulate the transportation mixing him up with a multitude of
(19)
mits its representatives, whether on agencies which are engaged, in inter . others so that they are none of them

NEW CHARTER

OFJIEMOGRACY

important enough to ca'ch the ey-average, workaday citizen. Tie;
crook in public life is not ordinarily
the man whom 'lie people themselves
elect directly to a highly important

state business.
law does goo:l in so
"The
j far as it can be involved
aga'nsi com
binations whieh really at e ;unu.oii s
or which restrict production or which
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LADIES'
SUITS

The complaint against the railroads
was filed with the commission
and
covers the alleged excessive freight
charges exacted in 1910 and 1911.
It is the largest single case of reparation ever brought before the com
mission and amounts almost to as
much as the aggregate of the notable
"yellow pine cases" of 1907.
In Its determination of the "Spo
kane rate case" the commission made
a material reduction in the freight
rate to and from Spokane. The re
fund asked is the difference between
the old rates and those fixed by the
commission as reasonable.

OUR SPRING AND SUM-

MER LINES are now open

for your inspection. We
do not ask you to buy if
you are not satisfied with
the fabrics that we have.
DO ASK YOU TO

Above
All Things

Keep Health
No matter how much hard
luck one may have he can always "comeback" if he has
the snap and ginger of good

right pro-

portions the elements Nature
needs for keeping body and

brain at their best.
Look for " The Road to
Wellville " in packages of
.

CAPITAL

Grape-Nuts-

TAILORS
East Side of Plaza,
Bid?

e

'

cool-heade-

j

hu-te- d

1

'

1

g

f

a

i

GrapeNuts

TO SHOW YOU.

i

I

STEP IN AND SEE WHAT health.
WE CAN DO FOR YOU
Right food is the most es
sential factor of health.
AND HOW WE DO IT.
We ask your consideration. We are the only
FOOD
ailors in the city. GIVE
made of wheat and barley
US THE OPPORTUNITY isand
furnishes in the

Next Door to First National Bank
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Feb. 21. As a
sequel to the Interstate Commerce
decision in the famous
Commission
"Spokane rate case" that freight
charges to and from Spokane wera un- j reasonable and exorbitant, the ship
pers of that city today made a demand on Various northwestern and
lines for $2,000,000

reparation.

But we

the bench or in th" legislature or in
executive office, to
that it has
not the power to riant grave social
wrongs, or that any of the officers
created by the people, and rightfully
the servants of the pi ople, can set
themselves up to he the masters of

S. V

i

SNOW TIES UP 5,000,000
BUSHELS OF CORN.

ANOTHER

EW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

This famous

lit-

tle book and GRAPE-NUThave helped thousands and
may help you

"There's a Reason"

Wonders for Lively Boys

fellow-countrym-

--

l

Boyt'-S-

.00

.S0

long-draw-

The "BOY SCOUT' Shoe

Good Luck Charm FREE

JOHN PFLUEGF.R, the shoeman

;

Postum Cereal Company, Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Mich.

Here's the Shoe that
Captured the Country!

loys!

-
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number of the Reports.

The

We have just unloaded another
car, and for

the answer to

every Bakirxg Problem.

It's
arvd More Uniform.
Made by L ARAB EES
Firxetv-Whit- er

Famous GERMAN
9 A

A LIMITED TIME
to introduce this High Grade Patent and BEST
OF ALL FLOURS, we are going to make a
special price of

PROCESS.

Freshet

(Vltagraph).

Don't

miss it at the Elks'.
The Ladies of St. John's Methodist
Church will have a sale of home
baked bread, pies and cake, also salads in the display windows of the
United States Bank and Trust Company Building, on Friday. February
23. Sale begins af10 o'clock a. m.
When Your Doctor sees Zook's label
on your prescription he will be satis-

M PSD

CREAM

mmm

fied.

Fair and Warmer Tomorrow Fair
and warmer weather are predicted
for tomorrow by the Weather Bureau.
The highest temperature in the shade
yesterday was 34 degrees and in the
sun 51 degrees. The minimum was

HI

I

$1.65 per Sack.

18

degrees.

The

relative

humidity-wa-

COUPON

EVERY SACK.
VP THP 01

fvUvJrUiw

Makes the cake, biscuits and

s

of superior flavor

hot-brea- ds

and healthfulness.

46-pie- ce

Absolutely free from alum and other

injurious substances.

F. ANDREWS.

L

yKSlSl

mk

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

Greatest aid to home baking

down to 33 per cent last night.

At the Elks' tonight: Blackbeard;
The Freshet, and The Man in the
IN
Taxi.
The Best Butter made is Better butlike
AND
of
a
our
one
the
show
Dinner
in
China
Set
Fine
A
get
IDmNQ
ond is now selling for 35 cents a
ter
L 1UL
window, or some of the premiums in Rogers & Eons' Silverware. We
pound. At Andrews'.
will refund your money if not entirely satisfactory.
Property Changes Hands It is reported that C. L. Pollard of Espanola,
No.
No.
Phone
4.
Phone
has sold his property in that place
and has bought the house of Ed Audi ews on upper Palace avenue.
Mr.
Andrews says that he will build two
houses on New York avenue near the
property owned by his brother, Frank
Andrews.
Presbyterian Church Tonight The
public is invited to attend the services
at the Presbyterian church tonight at
WEATHER FORECAST.
7:15 o'clock, when Rev. Donelson of
Denver, Colo., Feb. 21. New
Denver, a noted pulpit orator and field
THE ICIVCI CD
v Mexico, generally1 fair tonight
i
of Presbyterian Home Misand Thursday. Warmer tonight. X secretary
The
sions, will make an address.
hour is set thus early because Mr.
Donelson will leave at 8:45 on the
Salt Bricks tor your horse and cow Santa Fe train.
,
at Goebels.
There is No False Economy pracBetter Butter, per pound, 35 cents. ticed in
prescription filling at Zook's.
At the Elks' tonight,; all pictures Pure high
quality drugs are
always
HIGH-GRAD- E
"
good.
used.
Your. Prescription receives the atin
Blackbeard, a thrilling episode
HAVE YOUR WATCH
tention it deserves when Zook fills it. the life of this notorious pirate. At
The path to our meat market!
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
No meeting of the Elks' tonight.
Had No Quorum
the Chamber of Commerce was held
Snow at Tucumcari
Tucumcari reWATCH will rim without
last evening, because of lack of quor- ports six inches of snow, and Elida,
oil or cleaning longer than
THE PATH
um.
Roosevelt county, reports a blizzard
any other piece of machinwith the wind driving the snow forty
toA
Pictures
at
Good
Elks'
the
occasion-dibut
y.
it
needs
both
ery
miles an hour. It is feared that the
night.
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hail fruit in the lower Mesilla valley, has
TO THIS MEAT MARKET
If you will consider tl.nt the r:m of
with six tables pays well. Must be been killed by the cold as many trees
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
were in blossom.
miles a day, you will not grudge your
sold
at once Porice $1200. O. C. WatShows Evidence of Constant Use!
Spread your butter on a little thickwatch a speck of oil and a cleaning
son Co.
Are
er. Andrews sells the Better Butter
fence a year.
It will increase the
Not
Services
Special
a Spear of Grass
Special services, at 35c a pound now.
life and accuracy of your watch.
stations of the Cross, will be held evLeave your watch wiih us
in
Committed Suicide
Saloon A
Can Be Found In It! .
ery Friday afternoon at G o'clock at dispatch torn El Paso says that Willthe Guadalupe church during Lent.
iam J. Narvais of San Jose, CaliforIt Will Continue To Be Well At the Elks' Tonight, The Man in nia, committed suicide iu the Orthe Taxi. It's good,
leans saloon. He was a race track
Social Meeting Postponed The so- follower and 40 years old. The deed
Trodden,
cial meeting of the Woodmen
and was accomplished by drinking carbolRoyal Neighbors has been postponed ic acid.
OUR POLICY BEIN- Gfrom this evening until Friday evenMOUNTED POLICE KEPT BUSY.
THE BEST MEATS OBTAINABLE! ing.
AT THE
Pimento cheese, now 15 cents, at
Andrews'.
(Continued from Page One)
Ethnological Reports for Library
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
The first posse
was
Congressman Curry has succeeded in three posses.
- securing for the public library a organized at Mogollon and is hard on
Phone Black 12.
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
very rare number of the Ethnological the trail of the fleeing murderers, the
DOWN TOWN STAND IN BUTT BROS,' DRUG STORE.
Reports thus completing the set of the second posse left Silver City yesterPhone 92.
library, and has alsoent the latest day to cut the trail of the men who

ROGERS SILVERWARE

WDitl

j

That Leads

are supposed to be fleeing to Old SENATE
Mexico, the third posse is under the

INVESTIGATION OF
CLAIMS OF COLOMBIA.

direction of Mounted Policeman Beal
of Deming who will try to prevent
escape into Sonora. It is Policeman
Bpal's idea that the bandits are
of Mexico and that they will
try to gain cover in their native
heath. With one posse behind them
and two in front the chances of their
escape is thought to be small. The
bgndits secured $35,000.

Hitchcock Introduces Resolution but
Lodge Objects to Its Immedi-at- e
Consideration.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Feb. '21 A Senate investigation of Colombia's claim
against the LTnited States in connection with the Panama Republic and
the Canal Zone and of the arbitration
negotiations with Colombia, is called
WESTERN BOWLING CONGRESS
GOES TO SPOKANE, WASH. for in a resolution introduced today
by Senator Hitchcock of Nebraska.
Senator Lodge objected to its immedi(By Special Leased Win; to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 21. The ate adoption and the resolution was
referred to. the foreign relations com1M2 Western Bowling Congress closed here today with the election of mittee.
A strong sentiment for an honorable
officers and the rhoosing of Vancouver for the 1913 gathering. James F. settlement has been gaining ground
Morley of Los Angeles was chosen without regard to the differences of
views of the political parties.
president.

0. S.

"Time Pieces That
Reliable."

LOWITZKI,

Furniture and
Qeensware.

ISl

II

CASH PAID FOR)

AL

Secondhand Goods

CLARENDON GARDEN

Plaza Market Co-

f

A NEW

QO-CAR- T.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments at
the Right Price !

i
remember, maybe, that
about Mark Twain,
who said he was a bigger man

YOU

than George Washington,

Hart,

&

Marx

are made of
fabrics, carefully shrunk and perfectly tailored.
They
COULD use cheaper cloth, cheaper trimmings,
CLOTHES

be-

cause, while George "couldn't
tel! a lie," Mark COULD, but

E

Schaffner
all-wo-

ol

cheaper tailoring, and you'd probably never
know the difference, but they WON'T. These
clothes are made to give you, the wearer, the

WOULDN'T.
Washington's fame is secure, because he
did what he thought was best for all, and his
judgment was good ; personal profit or advantage didn't sway him.

best service ; they're the cheapest clothes you
can buy for that reason. They're the best for
us to sell for that reason.

Washington's Birthday, February 22d.

WE

PROFIT
Suits, $18.00 and

BY YOU R
Up.

This Store is, the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

Overcoats, $16.50 and

HATH
a

n

PROFIT !"

it

Up.

I

